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Voice from the Wild (A letter from the editors)

I n this thirty-eighth issue of Russian Conservation News, we focus special

attention on salmon and river basin conservation in the Russian Far East.

For coastal ecosystems across the Northern Pacific, salmon are considered to

be a keystone species and an indicator of ecosystem health. Although numer-

ous factors, including habitat destruction and over-fishing, have ravaged

Pacific salmon populations in many parts of their range, the Russian Far East

remains one of the most species-rich and productive salmon regions in the

world. 

Come, journey with us to some of the region’s great salmon rivers: the Amur,

the Samarga, the Kamchatka, and the Yama Rivers, among others. Along the

way, we share with you accounts of the efforts of local and international

organizations, scientists, and other stakeholders working to protect the

Russian Far East’s salmon and their habitat and to ensure that local commu-

nities benefit from sustainable salmon harvests. Among other reports, we

deliver news of local environmental groups and indigenous communities on

Kamchatka and in the Koryak Autnomous Region working to protect salmon

habitat and combat poaching. We also showcase the efforts of a non-govern-

mental organization on Sakhalin Island working to educate and involve the

public, especially children and youth, in salmon conservation. Another

account we offer is that of a tour operator working to develop sustainable

angling tourism in Magadan. As you make your way through these and the

other articles, you will notice how protected areas, both existing and

prospective, figure prominently in salmon conservation strategies for the

region.

Indeed, Russia’s system of protected nature areas, especially its strictly pro-

tected reserves, or zapovedniks, plays an invaluable role in preserving and

protecting ecosystems across Russia. Yet, a wave of sweeping governmental

reforms in 2004 virtually dismantled the administrative structure that had

theretofore effectively managed the country’s federal system of protected

nature areas. We examine the reforms and their effects. We also spotlight

Russian conservationists’ efforts to improve the situation through the cre-

ation of a special federal agency for protected nature areas. Their dogged

persistence is inspiring, and as you will read, may soon be rewarded.

This edition of RCN also brings word of the highly controversial and hotly

contested decision to ban the spring bear hunt in the Kamchatka Region. In

our coverage of this issue, we present opposing viewpoints. We also offer an

account of events leading up to and following the ban, including efforts to

have it overturned. An American wildlife biologist and member of an interna-

tional brown bear working group discusses American experience managing a

similar bear population on Alaska’s Kodiak Island and Alaska Peninsula. 

In the journal’s final pages, we offer a tribute to Feliks Shtilmark, the great

historian of Russia’s protected area system, whose passing this winter was

mourned by the country’s conservation community and by many of its

friends and supporters abroad. Shtilmark was a personality every bit as

unique and inspiring as the wild landscapes he worked with such devotion

to protect and chronicle. He will be missed.

Spawning salmon (Oncorhynchus sp.). Cover
drawing by T. Aleksandrov, an eleven-year-old
student at the Moscow Academic Lyceum of the
Russian Academy of Arts.



M ore than a year after the radical

administrative reform that

reconfigured the organizational struc-

ture of the executive branch of the

Russian government, concern remains

about how and by whom the country’s

federal system of protected nature

areas is being managed.

Prior to the governmental restructur-

ing, the management of Russia’s pro-

tected areas fell within a single depart-

ment in the Ministry of Natural

Resources—the Department of

Specially Protected Nature Areas.  This

department had five divisions and was

staffed by more than twenty specialists

and experts in the field of protected

areas management. This structure

united within one administrative body

functions related to the system’s over-

all management, as well as its legal,

financial, and material support.

Although this department faced many

external challenges in managing the

country’s system of reserves, including

insufficient funding and often antago-

nistic policies from other governmen-

tal organs, its integrated structure

helped maximize opportunities for

operative and efficient decision mak-

ing, and helped ensure that channels

for information exchange and com-

munication were clear.  

The reforms of 2004 laid waste to this

structure.   Decrees issued by the

Federal Government and Ministry of

Natural Resources during the summer

of that same year scattered functions

related to the country’s federal pro-

tected areas system among  three sep-

arate divisions, within two different

organs of executive power. 

Organizational and functional man-

agement of Russia’s federal-level pro-

tected areas was temporarily assigned

to the Division for Specially Protected

Nature Areas. This division is located

within the Directorate of Specially

Protected Nature Areas,

Environmental Assessment, and

Permits. This directorate, in turn, is

located within the Federal Service for

Oversight in the Sphere of Nature Use.  

Meanwhile, responsibility for legal 

regulation and legislation in the

sphere of specially protected nature

areas was assigned to separate 

departments and divisions in the

Ministry.  The first of these is the

Division of Legal Regulation in 

the Sphere of Specially Protected

Nature Areas, within the Department

of State Policy in the Sphere of

Environmental Protection. 

The second is the Division for

Legislation on Specially Protected

Nature Areas and the Animal World,

within the Legal Department.  

In addition, a number of other func-

tions, such as those related to human

resources, financial, and property

management, were ascribed to other

departments within both the Ministry

and Service.  According to their

respective profiles, these departments

are more generalized in their work

and do not deal explicitly with pro-

tected areas. Consequently, their staffs

do not understand some of the

nuances and intricacies that are specif-

ic to the reserves; nor are their proce-

dures and requirements appropriately

tailored to them.

At the same time, the reforms also had

a direct negative impact on staffing

and capacities of the federal manage-

ment structure.  In the three new divi-

sions, there are fewer staff than there

were  in the former Department of

Specially Protected Nature Areas.  The

new Division for Specially Protected

Nature Areas, for instance, is staffed by

Conservation Management 
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Management of Russia’s Federal System 

of Protected Nature Areas in Crisis
By Melissa Mooza
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Leaders of Russia’s preeminent nature conservation organizations participated in a press

conference to discuss the federal management of the country’s nature reserves and how to

improve it. Photo by V. Kantor/Greenpeace. 
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four people only.  This understaffing is

only exacerbated by the fact that few

experienced staff from the former

Department for Specially Protected

Nature Areas, including its head

Vsevolod Stepanitsky, assumed posi-

tions within the new structure.

There are very tangible indications

that the bureaucratic reshuffling has

decreased the effectiveness of govern-

mental management of the country’s

federal protected nature areas.  For

example, the overall weakening of the

management structure and the

absence of strong leaders prepared

and able to lobby the system’s finan-

cial interests on high levels con-

tributed to the protected areas receiv-

ing a smaller tranche of funding than

they might have otherwise.   The fund-

ing that was earmarked for the

zapovedniks and national parks in

2005 exceeded the 2004 level by 1.3%

only.  This small increase represents

the minimum annual adjustment auto-

matically made to federal budgets to

account for inflation. Generally, feder-

al organs lobby the government to fur-

ther increase their budgets beyond this

1.3%.  In 2003, for instance, active lob-

bying by staff of the former

Department for Specially Protected

Nature Areas resulted in a 30%

increase in the 2004 budget for

zapovedniks and national parks.  But

in 2004, no one took the initiative to

fight for the protected areas’ budget.

The reforms have caused other prob-

lems for the reserves as well. Because

so many functions have been isolated

and dealt out to different governmen-

tal bodies, the process of document

submission and approval, and prob-

lem solving in general, have become

extremely inefficient. No longer can a

reserve director turn to one set of peo-

ple, who work and communicate

closely with one another, are familiar

with his needs, and are able to make

collective decisions.  Instead, he or she

must appeal to a diffuse group of

bureaucrats, many of whom have no

particular knowledge of protected

areas, and who furthermore, are pep-

pered throughout numerous separate

governmental bodies that have little

direct communication with one

another.  Streamlined and efficient it is

not.

Well realizing the acuity of the situa-

tion and what is at stake, Russian con-

servationists and protected area spe-

cialists have been working now for

months now to convince the govern-

ment first of the need to improve

management of the federal system of

protected nature areas, and second, of

how to do it: by creating a special fed-

eral agency for protected nature areas.

3Winter / Spring 2005, No. 38
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Due to the less restrictive functional

limitations of agencies as compared to

services, such an agency would allow

for more unified management of the

reserves. 

Advocates of creating the agency have

presented their case to various audi-

ences and in different formats.  In

October 2004, several respected con-

servationists addressed the Federation

Council with their suggestions.  Less

than two months later, some of the

same people plus additional luminar-

ies in the conservation field, held a

press conference about the govern-

ment’s management of federal pro-

tected areas and how to improve it.  At

the same time, the text of a letter to

President Putin, which expressed the

concerns of press-conference partici-

pants, was released to the press and

public. 

Recent events suggest that these

efforts were not entirely in vain. At

long last, the Russian Government has

begun to consider the issue seriously.

On March 3, 2005, the Government

reviewed the issue “On improving

state management and regulatory and

legal regulation in the sphere of spe-

cially protected areas.” In his presenta-

tion to his colleagues, the Minister of

Natural Resources Yuri Trutnev spoke

about the absence in the executive

government of an organ to manage

and provide services in the sphere of

environmental protection.

Participants in the meeting proposed

the creation of a federal agency under

the management of the Ministry of

Natural Resources. Under this propos-

al, state management of all protected

nature areas would be transferred to

this agency, as would the provision of

environmental impact assessments

and other state services related to

environmental protection.  No mem-

ber of the Government opposed the

tentative proposal. In the upcoming

months, the Ministry of Natural

Resources, Ministry of Economic

Development, Ministry of Agriculture,

other federal bodies, and the Russian

Academy of Sciences will prepare and

submit proposals for improving the

system of management. These propos-

als will be submitted to the

Government for further review by

June 1, 2005.

Melissa Mooza is the Assistant Editor
of Russian Conservation News.

Timeline of Events

March 9, 2004: President Vladimir Putin issued an edict (Edict No. 314) that reconfigured the organizational structure of

the executive branch of the Russian Government.  

April 8, 2004: The Russian Government approved the functions of the Federal Service for Oversight in the Sphere of

Nature Use.  The draft regulations prepared for the service stipulated that state control for enforcement of the protection

regime of the country’s system of federal protected nature areas fall within the service’s jurisdiction. Organizational and

management functions of the system, however, were not ascribed to the service; nor were they included in the in the draft

regulations for other governmental bodies in the “natural resources block.”

July 30, 2004: The Federal Government issued a decree (Decree No. 400, drafted July 30, 2004 and enacted August 19,

2004), which established that organizational and functional management of Russia’s federal-level protected areas would

reside within the Federal Service for Oversight in the Sphere of Nature Use.

August 10, 2004: The Ministry of Natural Resources (Order No. 608, drafted August 10, 2004) issued an order, which stip-

ulated that responsibility for legal regulation and legislation in the sphere of specially protected nature areas would reside

within separate departments and divisions in the Ministry.

October 20, 2004: Russian conservationists and protected area specialists participated in a hearing of the Federation

Council on the topic “problems of legal regulation and improving the system of management of specially protected nature

areas.”

December 9, 2004: Russian conservationists and protected area specialists organized a press conference about the

alarming state of government management of the federal system of protected nature areas.  

March 3, 2005: The Russian Government reviewed the issue “On improving state management and regulatory and legal

regulation in the sphere of special protected areas.”  Members of the government proposed the creation of a federal

agency under the purview of the Ministry of Natural Resources to manage and provide services in the sphere of environ-

mental protection. The preliminary proposal will be further developed by the Ministry of Natural Resources, Ministry of

Economic Development, Ministry of Agriculture, other federal bodies, and the Russian Academy of Science

March 17, 2005: A second hearing will be held before representatives of the Federation Council.

June 1, 2005: A refined proposal for the creation of a federal agency to manage and provide services in the sphere of envi-

ronmental protection will be submitted to the Russian Government for further review.
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N ote from the author: The following
text was compiled with assistance and
information provided by numerous
sources. The author would like to espe-
cially thank Vsevolod Voropanov, the
Head Wildlife Biologist and Deputy
Head of the Kamchatka Regional
Hunting Resources Management
Department. Thanks also to Russian
nature photographer, Igor Shpilenok
for allowing us to use his photographs.
For more information about Igor’s new
website (www.shpilenok.com), please
see our Bulletin Board, on page 40.

Russia’s Kamchatka Peninsula provides

habitat to a unique population of

brown bear (Ursus arctos beringianus).

These bears, which are Eurasia’s

largest, are as inextricable a compo-

nent of Kamchatka’s landscape as are

its smoking volcanoes and bubbling

geysers. The bears are a treasure, an

important part of the peninsula’s natu-

ral heritage, valuable for their ecologi-

cal, cultural, and economic signifi-

cance. 

The bears occupy an important link in

the peninsula’s ecological chains.

Because they do not entirely consume

all the salmon they catch, the bears

make salmon biomass available to

other animals that live along the

peninsula’s many salmon streams.

Bears also transport salmon away 

from spawning areas and to the forest

floor and riparian zone, where nutri-

ents from decomposing salmon 

carcasses are incorporated into the

ecosystem by plants and animals. 

The bears, which contribute to

Kamchatka’s mystique as a corner 

of untamed wilderness, also help

attract visitors to this remote “land 

of fire and ice.” For ecotourists and

hunters alike, an encounter with 

one of Kamchatka’s mythical brown

bears is a thrilling and unforgettable

experience; for this privilege they are

willing to pay handily, and their 

investment helps support local busi-

nesses and service providers.

Yet, how man and bear will coexist on

Kamchatka remains a question open

to much debate and discussion. One

particularly contentious issue, which

has solicited active involvement by

various stakeholders in recent months,

is the issue of the spring bear hunt.

Kamchatka’s spring bear hunt, which

has been carried out for many years, is

a cause of great concern for some con-

servationists and bear biologists. 

Those opposing the spring bear hunt

believe it is unsporting because the

bears are especially defenseless at this

time. Snow-covered slopes and leafless

forests offer the animals little camou-

flage, and the bears, having just

emerged from their dens after a long

hibernation, are sluggish. Lumbering

through deep snow, they stand little

chance of outrunning hunters, many

of whom are pursing the bears in heli-

copters or on snowmobiles and are

equipped with sophisticated devices,

including spotlights and night vision

equipment. Although some of the

aforementioned practices violate

standing hunting regulations—in the

Kamchatka Region it is illegal to shoot

bears from motorized vehicles and

spotlighting is permitted, but not from

vehicles—they are prevalent because

enforcement is weak. Conservationists

also worry that, with such an over-

whelming advantage over the bears,

hunters have the luxury of selectively

tracking and shooting the largest

members of the species. There is con-

cern that the removal of these large

individuals will weaken the genetic

pool of bears on the peninsula, thus

contributing to an overall size

decrease in the population.1

It was in late 2002 that specialists from

the Kamchatka Oblast Directorate for

Natural Resources and Environmental

Protection first began formally dis-

cussing the introduction of a ban on

the spring hunt. A year later, after con-

ducting an analysis of data compiled

On the Kamchatka Peninsula,

the Spring Bear Hunt is Debated and Upheld
By Melissa Mooza

A brown bear (Ursus arctos beringianus) lumbers through spring snow in Yuzhno-

Kamchatsky (Southern Kamchatka) Zakaznik. Photo by I. Shpilenok (www.shpilenok.com).
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by nature conservation organizations,

they began developing a formal pro-

posal to introduce the ban. The pro-

posal enjoyed support among a num-

ber of influential officials and on June

30, 2004, the governor of Kamchatka

Oblast, Mikhail Mashkovtsev, issued

Resolution No. 250, on repealing the

brown bear hunt on the territory of

Kamchatka Oblast during spring 2005.

The resolution stipulates that the

spring quota be reallocated to the fall

hunt. Thus, the total annual limit, pre-

viously divided equally between the

two seasons, will not change; rather

the entire limit, which generally ranges

between 500-550 bears, will be

assigned to the fall hunt.2

In early July, in the days immediately

following the governor’s resolution, a

meeting to discuss the ban and meas-

ures of its implementation was held in

the administration of Kamchatka

Oblast under the chairmanship of

Vladimir Rybak, who is the head of the

region’s Directorate of Natural

Resources and Environmental

Protection. Other participants in the

meeting included specialists from the

representative office of the Ministry of

Natural Resources in Kamchatka

Oblast, directors of businesses

involved in hunting tourism, represen-

tatives of the Kamchatka Regional

Hunting Resources Management

Department

(KamchatOblOkhotUpravlenie), repre-

sentatives of the peninsula’s nature

conservation organizations, and

hunters. Participants in the meeting

carefully weighed the pros and cons of

the spring bear hunt ban. They decid-

ed that the ban should be introduced

in 2005 and that it should remain in

effect until a recommendation from

specialists confirms that the stock of

especially large individuals has

increased. 3

The governor’s resolution was met

with stiff opposition from the penin-

sula’s hunting management authorities

and from game specialists who dis-

agreed with the validity of many of the

assumptions underpinning the ban.

They claim that concerns about the

population status of Kamchatka’s

bears are unfounded. Despite wide-

spread concerns that information on

the population ecology of

Kamchatka’s bears is fragmented,

hunting management authorities and

game biologists claim to have ade-

quate data demonstrating the relative

health of the population according to

a number of different parameters,

including: total population; gender,

age, and social structure; and repro-

ductive potential. They claim that esti-

mates of Kamchatka’s brown bear

population over the last ten years indi-

cate that the population is stable and

demonstrates a tendency for growth.4

They also disagree with assertions that

the selective nature of the spring hunt is

stripping the population of its largest

members, and thus having a lasting

effect on the gene pool. Hunting

authorities concede that the hunt is

selective, but they note that this has

always and will always be the case, espe-

cially among trophy hunters.

Furthermore, they claim that hunters’

selection of the largest individuals,

which are generally older males, is com-

pensated for by the gender and age

structure of the population. One

Kamchatka-based wildlife biologist

noted that as bears age, the gender bal-

ance within the population shifts in

favor of males. From birth, the male-

female ratio among bears is 50%-50%;

by four to six years of age, the ratio shifts

to 58%-42%; and in old age, the gender

ratio is 71%-29%, in favor of males.5

They also note that older male bears do

not play a critical role in the reproduc-

tion process; instead it is middle-aged

individuals, approximately ten to twelve

years of age, which play the most

important role in the transfer of genetic

material within the population.6

They further claim that the gene for

gigantism in brown bears is present in

all individuals, regardless of their size,

and that the frequency of the gene,

and thus the trait, has not been altered.

In addition, game specialists suggest

that the removal of large males from

the population can actually have a

positive impact on population growth.

Large, older males frequently kill and

eat cubs; they also dominate the most

productive feeding grounds, which

relegates females and cubs to less

desirable territories.7 Hunting manage-

ment authorities also have practical

concerns about how such a ban will be

implemented. Without adequate

transportation and gas, they lack the

capacity to protect hunting grounds

during the spring period and thus to

enforce the ban. 

Usually hunting companies and tourist

hunting agencies, which have a clear

financial interest in preserving bears

for paying clientele, provide funds 

to protect bears on their territory 

from poachers. These companies 

also support the costs of censuses 

and monitoring bear populations. 

In 2002 alone, hunting companies

invested 500,000 rubles (approximate-

ly U.S.$16,000, given the average annu-

al exchange rate for 2002, which 

was 31.45 rubles to the dollar) 

in activities to protect and monitor

bears.8 However, if the spring hunt 

is banned, these companies will

unlikely deploy rangers to protect

their territories, over which poachers

will consequently have freer access.

Hunting management authorities

assess bear poaching levels over 

the last ten years at 2,700 ± 500 indi-

viduals, which averages out to 220-

330 bears a year.9

They believe that these figures may

rise if hunting enterprises are no

longer patrolling their lands because

of the ban.

Opponents of the ban also cite poten-

tial economic losses to the local econ-

omy and regional and federal budgets.

Bear hunting on the Kamchatka

Peninsula is big business, for both 

local and non-local operators. 

Tour companies advertising on the

internet list hunt prices exceeding

U.S.$10,000, and experts with

KamchatOblOkhotUpravlenie
estimate that commercial hunting

tours bring up to U.S.$ 1,000,000 

to the region’s economy each year.10

At the same time, hunting and tourist

companies pay a certain portion of

their profit in federal taxes and fees.

The purchase of licenses for the 

spring bear hunt also infuses money

into budgets on various levels each

year.

Photo by I. Shpilenok.
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Approximately 250 licenses, 

each costing 6,000 rubles, or U.S.$215,

have been awarded in the past for 

the spring season.11

Another very real concern is how the

ban will affect people whose liveli-

hoods depend on hunting. It is esti-

mated that approximately 500-700

people on Kamchatka will lose a sig-

nificant part of their income due to

the ban.12

Opponents of the ban surmise that

some professional hunters and guides

may compensate for this loss by

poaching bears for their skulls, gall

bladders, paws, and hides, all of which

are highly valuable commercially. 

Actions against the ban began imme-

diately following the governor’s

issuance of the resolution. In July

2004, the head of

KamchatOblOkhotUpravlenie
Konstantin Kudzin traveled to

Moscow, where he met with officials

in hopes of persuading them that the

spring hunt should not be prohibited.

As spring drew nearer, opposition

activity intensified and the issue was

frequently covered by the local media. 

On January 11, 2005, the acting prose-

cutor of Kamchatka Oblast, Nikolai

Malashkin, protested the governor’s

resolution. The Prosecutor’s Office

claimed that the resolution was issued

on the basis of regulations that were

no longer in force; the Prosecutor’s

Office also noted that the proposed

ban had not undergone a mandatory

environmental impact assessment, nor

did the resolution include a requisite

petition from the plenipotentiary

organ, KamchatOblOkhotUpravlenie.13

Malashkin presented his case to repeal

the resolution on February 25, 2005, in

the Kamchatka Oblast court. After

having reviewed the arguments of

both sides, the court decided not to

award the prosecutor’s claims and the

ban on bear hunting on Kamchatka

during spring 2005 remains in force. 

Shortly after this court decision, the

press service of the Administration 

of Kamchatka Oblast issued a release

about a letter received by the governor

on March 9 from the Deputy Ministry

of Natural Resources of the Russian

Federation, Valentin Stepankov. 

In his letter, Stepankov expressed the

Ministry’s support of the ban, which

he described as being “necessary, 

modern, complying with acting legis-

lation of the Russian Federation, 

and meeting the demands of the

Convention on International Trade 

in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna

and Flora (CITES).” He also wrote 

that “the Ministry of Natural Resources

finds no basis to overturn the resolu-

tion of the Governor of Kamchatka

Oblast. Furthermore, the Ministry 

considers it necessary to develop 

an action plan for the protection 

and sustainable use of the brown 

bear of Kamchatka Oblast, which

focuses on increased management

effectiveness.”14

Many conservation-minded people

might view the introduction of the

ban as a victory, but in fact, it is too

early assess what the long-term effects

of this ban will be, both for the penin-

sula’s bear population and for many

interested stakeholders, both local and

non-local. The spring bear hunt ban

will likely be reviewed again after this

season, and its supporters and oppo-

nents will again begin active advocacy

work to influence future decisions

about how this valuable resource will

ultimately be managed.
The 2005 ban on Kamchatka’s spring bear hunt didn’t stop these would-be poachers from

pursuing their quarry. But little did they know, they themselves would soon become prey —

to game inspectors hot on their trail. Photo by I. Shpilenok (www.shpilenok.com).
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B ecause of the similarities between

Russian and Alaskan bear popula-

tions and habitat, a working group of

bear biologists along the Pacific Rim

was created several years ago to

enhance communication and share

ideas on how to manage and research

bears in this area. Although our bear

populations are similar, the methods

that hunters use and the levels of law

enforcement are drastically different

between Alaska and Kamchatka. In

Alaska, we do not allow hunters to use

helicopters for any hunting activity

(hunting, moving hunters or their gear,

scouting, etc.), nor do we allow night-

vision devices or any artificial lights.

Hunters also cannot hunt on the same

day that they have been flying and snow

machines cannot be used to chase

bears, although they can be used to get

the hunter into the hunt area. The rea-

son for these restrictions is to give the

bears a better chance of survival.

In the 1970s, bear managers on the

Alaska Peninsula and Kodiak Island—

the parts of Alaska that are most like

Kamchatka—had similar concerns

about overharvest and elimination of

all the large trophy bears. Since that

time, we have implemented regula-

tions that distribute hunters more effi-

ciently so that particular areas are not

overharvested. Other regulations, such

as those mentioned above, make

hunters more inefficient.

The result of those changes has been

dramatic. We now have bear popula-

tions that are healthy and productive.

Even though the number of bears we

harvest annually has been relatively

consistent over the past twenty years,

the number of trophy bears taken by

hunters annually has steadily increased.

It is also interesting that each year our

guides or hunters find the skulls of very

old males that apparently died of old

age, a good indicator that we are not

harvesting all of the big males.

We have continued

to have spring

hunting seasons

since the 1970s. In

fact, on Kodiak

Island, two thirds

of our permits are

issued in the

spring. Although

we allow hunters

to kill bears of

either sex, with the

exception of

females with cubs,

over 70% of the

harvest is male

bears. One of the

reasons for that

high percentage is

due to the timing of the hunting sea-

sons. Most males emerge from their

dens in the spring prior to females and

enter their dens later in the autumn

than most females. By setting our

hunting seasons in the early spring

and late fall, most of the bears that

hunters encounter are males. Our goal

is to protect as many adult females as

possible because they are the produc-

tive segment of the population, and

males are more expendable. 

This method of management is very

different from what we are seeing in

Kamchatka. Biologically, we have

found many of the same things our

colleagues in Russia have discovered

about bears. Males are a major preda-

tor of cubs and other young bears, 

so when the number of males is

reduced by hunting, overall productiv-

ity seems to increase. We also share

their thoughts that genetic traits

responsible for making a bear grow

large are contained in both male 

and female bears, and that it is unlikely

that the genetic capability of the 

population to produce large bears 

will be destroyed if hunters continue

to kill large males. Besides, by the time

a bear gets to be trophy size, he has

probably already mated with several

females, spreading his genes through-

out the population.

We have not seen sex ratios similar to

those noted by our Russian colleagues

and presented in the previous article.

In fact, our evidence suggests that the

proportion of males in the older age

classes declines relative to the number

of females. In other words, there are

more females than males as Alaska

bears get older.

I think the big difference in why we

are promoting spring harvests and

Kamchatka is discouraging them, 

has more to do with enforcement 

than it does with biology. Bears are

vulnerable to modern technological

advances and can be overharvested 

if they are not protected from those

techniques. There is a real temptation

to attract more and more hunters 

to make more and more money. 

On Kodiak Island, bear hunting is 

a U.S.$4.5 million a year industry, 

but the hunters, guides and other 

businessmen recognize that they 

have to work closely with the 

management agencies to assure 

a sustainable bear population. 

Sharing Experience in Managing 

the Harvest of Bears on the Alaska Peninsula

and Kodiak Island

By Larry Van Daele

Author Larry Van Daele, a biologist for the Alaska Department of

Fish and Game in Kodiak, with a tranquilized brown bear (Ursus
arctos middendorffi). Photo courtesy of L. Van Daele.
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They act together to make sure that

everyone is following the rules. Even

though we have better enforcement

capabilities here in Alaska, we still 

rely on the guides and hunters 

to keep us informed and alert us 

to any violations.

The most important aspects of manag-

ing a bear population are sound bio-

logical data and a high level of cooper-

ation and trust between the managers

and the people who live with the bears

and use them. I am very happy to see

that in Kamchatka both of those ele-

ments are improving. It is not an easy

task because bears are difficult to

count and study, they are economically

valuable, and they usually evoke strong

emotions from people. I sincerely

hope that the Russian people continue

these efforts to find ways to conserve

this valuable resource in a fair and

effective manner.

Larry Van Daele is the area wildlife
biologist for the Alaska Department of
Fish and Game in Kodiak. He is also the
project leader of the Northern Forum

Brown Bear Workgroup, an interna-
tional coalition of bear biologists from
Alaska, Canada, Japan and the Russian
Far East. Additional information about

the working group can be found at:
http://www.northernforum.org/servlet/
content/brown_bear.html.

The Northern Forum Brown Bear Working Group

The Northern Forum Brown Bear Working Group (BBWG) func-

tions as a project of the Environmental Program of the Northern

Forum, which is a non-profit, international organization composed

of sub-national or regional governments from ten northern coun-

tries. (For additional information about the The Northern Forum,

please consult the organization’s website at http://www.northern-

forum.org). The BBWG was established in 1998, when Northern

Forum members reached consensus about the need to develop

wildlife management programs among regions and deemed the

creation of a brown bear project to be crucial.

The BBWG aims to provide an informal forum to promote an

internationally coordinated and integrated brown bear program

in the northern regions of the Pacific Rim, which includes

research, management, monitoring, enforcement, conservation,

and outreach activities. It also aims to encourage the exchange of

information through education and public awareness of brown

bear biology, habitat, and management.  Other goals of the BBWG include: facilitating local and aboriginal participation

in discussion and decision-making processes on environmental conservation issues; providing local training to increase

awareness of environmental problems linked to the survival of brown bears; and enhancing Alaskan, western Canadian,

northern Japanese, and Russian Far East involvement in international agreements benefiting brown bears in those areas.

The BBWG conducts meetings at least once a year, with meetings rotating between Russia, Japan, and North America.

Materials from two previous meetings are available on the project website at http://www.northernforum.org/servlet/con-

tent/brown_bear.html. The next meeting of the Group is scheduled for the August 2005, in Sapporo, Hokkaido (Japan)

to coincide with the Ninth World Mammal Congress.

Brown Bear (Ursus arctos). Artwork by K. Tkachenko.

A meeting of the Northern Forum bear workgroup in March

2004 in Yakutsk, Russia. Photo courtesy of L. Van Daele.
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Introduction

F rom the tiger forests of southern

Primorsky Krai to the vast tundra

expanse of Chukotka, yearly migra-

tions of salmon are the foundation for

ecosystems, communities, and

economies throughout the Russian Far

East. Brown bear (Ursus arctos),

Steller’s sea eagles (Haliaeetus pelagi-
cus), sea lions (Eumetopias jubatus),

and seals (Phoca spp.) flock to the

streams to feast as the fish swim to

their spawning grounds, and all organ-

isms in the food chain benefit.

Indigenous communities rely on these

fish for protein, and, as in North

America, many communities hold cer-

emonies in spring and autumn to

ensure the salmon’s yearly arrival. Even

Russia’s Far Eastern economy would

not be the same without salmon.

Fishing is the largest industrial sector

in the region and salmon are a primary

target of the commercial fishing indus-

try. This pattern continues outside of

Russia as well, as salmon are entwined

with human life across the North

Pacific, from California to North

Korea.

Called the world’s most complex fish,

salmon have evolved a unique survival

strategy — termed anadromy — that

puts them at the center of ecosystem

processes supporting a wide variety of

life. Salmon feed during their adult life

at sea, returning to spawn and die in

the same freshwater river from which

they were hatched. In the process, the

fish serve as enormous ecosystem

pumps, pushing marine nutrients

upstream as far as the headwaters of

otherwise low productivity rivers.

Salmon carcasses fertilize streams and

support aquatic and terrestrial food

chains, including the microorganisms

that nourish the next generation of

salmon. Terrestrial organisms benefit

as well; over 168 animal species in

North America alone have been identi-

fied that rely on salmon for part of

their diet. Near streams and rivers,

even trees are part of the cycle, with

up to 18% of their nitrogen coming

from salmon. For these reasons,

salmon are keystone species for

coastal ecosystems in the North Pacific

and the best species indicator of

coastal ecosystem health.

In other regions of the North Pacific,

habitat destruction, dams, hatcheries,

and over-fishing have devastated

salmon populations, leading to expen-

sive recovery efforts of only question-

able success. In western North

America, no native populations of

anadromous salmonid fish have been

recovered to the point that they are

deemed healthy or can be removed

from the United States Endangered

Species List. This is despite recovery

efforts that cost $500 million every

year. Additionally, over 231 salmon

runs have been lost forever from the

region, forced into extinction by the

same unrelenting combination of

pressures from development and over-

harvest.

The Russian experience to date is dra-

matically different. Currently, one third

of the world’s remaining wild Pacific

salmon populations are found in the

Special Section: 
Salmon Conservation 
in the Russian Far East 

Salmon and River Basin Conservation 

in the Russian Far East
By Malin Pinsky 

Sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka), one of six major commercial species of salmon

found in Russia and throughout the North Pacific. Photo by B. Kovish.
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Russian Far East, making it one of the

most species-rich and productive

salmon regions on Earth. The region

hosts six species of Pacific salmon: chi-

nook (Oncorhynchus tschawytscha),

coho (O. kisutch), chum (O. keta),

sockeye (O. nerka), masu (O. masou),

and pink (O. gorbuscha), plus steel-

head (O. mykiss), the sea-run form of

rainbow trout. Rare species such as the

sea-run, or Sakhalin, taimen

(Parahucho perryi) — believed to be

the ancestor of modern salmon — 

and robust populations of Siberian

taimen (Hucho taimen) and lenok, 

or Siberian trout, (Brachymystax
lenok) add to the importance of the

region. Many parts of the Russian 

Far East have escaped the pressures

that caused salmon declines 

in North America and southern 

Asia due to the region’s remoteness

and isolation for strategic military

reasons during the Soviet era. Globally,

many of the best remaining opportu-

nities to protect wild salmon and their

ecosystems are in the Russian Far East,

and salmon conservation efforts

undertaken here can serve as a model

for the world.

North Pacific Conservation

To protect the full range of native wild

salmon diversity, The Wild Salmon

Center has proposed a network of

salmon sanctuaries and strongholds

across the Pacific Rim that will contain

the healthiest, most productive, and

highest diversity salmon ecosystems to

ensure the long-term viability and per-

sistence of Pacific salmon. While sanc-

tuaries represent headwaters to ocean

systems, strongholds encompass sub-

basins of a smaller scale that are more

suitable for fragmented landscapes.

The idea is not new – having first been

proposed in 1892 by one of the first

fish conservationists, Livingston

Stone– but is gaining increased atten-

tion as the insufficiency of other

approaches (hatcheries, for example)

has become clear. 

The three core objectives of a salmon

sanctuary network are to: 1) sustain

and rebuild representative Pacific

salmon genetic and life history diversi-

ty levels sufficient to serve as source

populations for other river systems; 2)

provide functional habitat connectivi-

ty from headwaters to the estuary,

including the physical processes that

dynamically create and maintain

salmon habitat; and 3) establish a sys-

tem of regional priority basins, focus-

ing societal initiatives to maintain core

economic, cultural, and ecological

salmon values as effectively as possi-

ble. Such an ambitious effort cannot

be undertaken by a single organization

but is instead best pursued as the result

of many organizations and stakehold-

ers working toward similar goals.

Habitat, harvest, policy, and institu-

tional capacity issues all need to be

addressed to achieve this vision, and a

full range of partner organizations,

each with unique strengths, will be

needed.

To preserve the characteristic biodiver-

sity of salmon at the species, life histo-

ry and genetic levels, the network

must extend throughout the range of

Pacific salmon, from Korea to

California. The State of the Salmon

Consortium, a joint project of the Wild

Salmon Center and Ecotrust, is devel-

oping a system to define, evaluate, 

and monitor the fundamental salmon

genetic units that will ensure that 

the range of salmon diversity is repre-

sented in the sanctuaries and con-

served. These units are analogous 

to the Evolutionarily Significant 

Units used in the United States. Since

salmon in each region have evolved 

to excel in that region, but not else-

where, these units are a necessary 

tool in any large scale conservation

planning. The State of the Salmon

Consortium has additionally compiled

the most complete status assessment

of Pacific salmon to date (Augerot

2005, Atlas of Pacific Salmon.

University of California Press), 

and continues to improve our knowl-

edge through updates and further

work.

Salmon Sanctuaries 

and Strongholds

Consistent with the best research on

aquatic biodiversity conservation, each

salmon sanctuary and stronghold

should include the necessary redun-

dancy, range and variability of envi-

ronmental conditions to maintain

species diversity and to reduce the

effects of localized, naturally occurring

extinctions. The impacts from external

threats should be minimized, and the

populations supported by these areas

should be large enough to recover

from random demographic and genet-

ic events. Sustainable fisheries man-

agement will be critical to ensuring

the long-term effectiveness of salmon

sanctuaries and strongholds. 

Many types of protected areas already

exist within the range of Pacific

salmon and in the Russian Far East.

They include fish and wildlife refuges

The Kol River, containing all seven species of anadromous salmon, is on its way to 

becoming the first headwaters-to-ocean protected  area created specifically for wild salmon

and their environment. This photo shows the complexity of the undisturbed floodplain, 

full of off-channel habitat in which salmon spawn and rear. 

Photo by G. Rahr, Wild Salmon Center.



(zakazniks), parks, strict nature

reserves (zapovedniks), and riparian

buffer zones, among others. Many of

these areas afford significant protec-

tion to native salmon habitat and may

function as de facto salmon sanctuar-

ies or strongholds. Vostochny

Zakaznik on eastern Sakhalin Island is

a prime example. Created to protect

some of the last unlogged forests on

Sakhalin, the zakaznik protected two

entire ocean-draining river basins (the

Vengeri and the Pursh-Pursh) and

does not have fish hatcheries or com-

mercial fishing. While official protec-

tion has currently lapsed, the NGO

Sakhalin Environment Watch and

other partners are working to reinstate

the area. In the vast majority of cases,

however, existing protected areas do

not encompass the full range of

stream channel, floodplain, and estu-

arine habitat needed to sustain healthy

salmon runs. Nor do they effectively

influence management of commercial

harvest or development projects that

affect salmon.

12 Russian Conservation News

Map provided by State of the Salmon, a joint program of Wild Salmon Center and Ecotrust,
and adapted by M. Dubinin.

River name Region
Russian 

organizations
Focal species Basin size

Kamchatka River 

tributaries
Kamchatka Oblast

Kamchatka League of

Independent Experts

Chinook, coho, sockeye, masu,

chum and pink, Kamchatka

grayling

55,900 sq. km.

Kol and Kekhta Kamchatka Oblast
Wild Fishes and Biodiversity

Foundation

Chinook, coho, sockeye, masu,

chum, pink, and steelhead
2,185 sq. km.

Koppi Khabarovsky Krai

Interregional Association of

Independent Tour Operators

(IAITO)

Masu, chum, pink, Sakhalin

taimen, Amur grayling
7,290 sq. km.

Samarga Primorsky Coalition of organizations

Coho, masu, chum, pink,

Sakhalin taimen, tiger, deer,

lenok, Amur grayling

7,280 sq. km.

Shantar Islands Khabarovsky Krai
Khabarovsk Wildlife

Foundation

Rainbow trout, pink salmon,

whales, sea lions, seals

2,424 sq. km.

(including marine

area: 5,155 sq. km.)

Tugur Khabarovsky Krai
Kretchet Hunting and Fishing

Association

Coho, sockeye, chum, pink,

Siberian taimen, lenok, Amur

grayling

11,900 sq. km.

Utkholok/Kvachina
Koryak Autonomous

Region

Wild Fishes and Biodiversity

Foundation

Steelhead/rainbow trout, pink,

chum, coho, chinook
2,980 sq. km.

Vengeri/Pursh-Pursh Sakhalin Oblast Sakhalin Environment Watch
Old growth forest, pink, masu,

chum, coho, Sakhalin taimen, 

730 sq. km. (includes

marine area)

Yama Magadan Oblast Okhotsk Wild Nature Fund

Arctic grayling, pink, chum,

coho, sockeye, yellow-

mouthed char

11,200 sq. km.

Salmon Sanctuary Projects in Progress in the Russian Far East.

Special Section: Salmon Conservation in the Russian Far East 
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Creating salmon sanctuaries is a com-

plex process that can be initiated by a

combination of factors, including

impending threat, political opportuni-

ty, and the availability and persever-

ance of a committed group of people.

In recent years, the Russian Far East

has seen a blossoming of local and

regional interest in salmon conserva-

tion, including organizations such as

the Sakhalin Wild Nature Fund,

Sakhalin Environment Watch, the

Wild Fishes and Biodiversity

Foundation, Kamchatka League of

Independent Experts, Institute for

Sustainable Use of Natural Resources,

Magadan Center for the Environment,

Okhotsk Wild Nature Fund,

Interregional Association of

Independent Tour Operators, and the

Krechet Hunting and Fishing Society.

The regranting work of international

non-governmental organizations such

as WWF, Pacific Environment, ISAR,

and the Wild Salmon Center have

played an important role in support-

ing this blossoming development of

local groups.

Once a critical mass of support exists

for the creation of salmon sanctuaries,

sites for conservation must be identi-

fied, assessed, and prioritized. Criteria

for choosing a sanctuary include

salmonid biodiversity, river salmon

production potential, ecological func-

tionality, and local and regional com-

mitment to salmon conservation. The

Wild Salmon Center, for example, has

conducted twenty-eight rapid field

assessments of biological and socioe-

conomic conditions in river basins

across the Russian Far East and contin-

ues to work with Russian colleagues to

identify other priority areas. The

Flathead Lake Biological Station of the

University of Montana, in conjunction

with other partners, is working to

characterize the inherent wild salmon

production potential for rivers around

the Pacific Rim to further refine priori-

ties. River complexity and other bio-

physical factors are important parts of

the puzzle, and scientists are just

beginning to quantify these attributes

in an emerging network of salmon

river observation sites.

Once priority sites are identified,

stakeholders develop conservation

plans. These plans create a consensus

regarding the site-specific priority

issues and objectives, and describe

actions needed to make proposed

salmon sanctuaries a reality. Potential

conservation strategies span a range of

options, from pursuing official pro-

tected area status with government

bodies (the Kol River Refuge in

Kamchatka, for example) or forging

cooperative partnerships with

resource users to sustainably manage

the basin. The Siuslaw-Sakhalin

Restoration Partnership is a prime

example of this latter strategy, a part-

nership formed between community

groups, local, state and federal agen-

cies in Oregon and Sakhalin to devel-

op a pilot river restoration project.

Priorities during this phase must be to

develop strategies for sustainable eco-

nomic development and to design

research and monitoring programs

that will inform and support effective

conservation.

On-the-ground protection of habitat

and implementation of effective wild

fish management are often the most

challenging aspects of salmon sanctu-

ary creation, and yet, they are the 

most important. Land and water 

are expensive, and once degraded or

developed, are very difficult, if not

impossible, to restore. Site-specific

wild fish management plans need to

be implemented in partnership with

the appropriate agencies. Harvests

should be limited as necessary so that

ecosystem needs and subsistence 

fisheries have priority. Ensuring that

local communities benefit economi-

cally from sustainable salmon harvests

is an important component of 

these plans, as are mechanisms 

for long-term funding of fisheries

monitoring and conservation.

Practical experience has indicated 

that strong relationships of trust with

local communities and salmon man-

agers are as important for success, 

as is sufficient biological understand-

ing of the ecosystems.

Field science is a vital aspect of salmon

sanctuary creation and stewardship.

Information gained through ongoing

monitoring of ecosystem health,

salmon populations, and priority

threats provides the knowledge to

The Wild Fishes 

and Biodiversity Foundation: 

A Key Conservation Partner
The Wild Fishes and Biodiversity Foundation (WFBF) on Kamchatka has

become the major regional partner of the Wild Salmon Center. Initially

formed ten years ago, the WFBF started by providing support for field expedi-

tions and protected area initiatives.  Now, however, the organization is leading

efforts to create the recently reserved Kol River Salmon Refuge. In addition to

being a focal site for the Salmonid Project of the United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP), the Kol River Salmon Refuge will serve as a model for

sustainable stewardship of salmon ecosystems. Jointly with the UNDP

Salmonid Programme, the WFBF will also be one of the key agents behind the

proposed Utkholok-Kvachina protected area in nearby Koryakia.  

The WFBF plays a crucial role in education and research about fish diversity, as

well. WFBF staff researchers teach ichthyology within the Biology Department

of the Kamchatka State Pedagogical University and, in 2004, created the

Laboratory for Ecology and Physiology of Fish. The laboratory, which is a

teaching and research facility focused on fundamental and applied research in

hematology, immunology, and fish pathology, is the first of its kind in this

region, where the economy has long depended on fishing.  The lab’s

researchers and students are integrated into the Wild Salmon Center’s field

research as well, providing local university students the opportunity to work

with researchers and fellow students from the U.S. and elsewhere in Russia.

The WFBF is involved in a number of education and media initiatives, provid-

ing learning materials and equipment, including computers, to schools and

children’s organizations within the region.
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adapt conservation strategies for max-

imum effectiveness and impact.

Rigorously collected information

allows stakeholders to repeat success-

es and learn from failures. For exam-

ple, significant changes in abundance

or distribution of salmon can provide

early warnings that changes in man-

agement practices are required to

ensure salmon conservation and

healthy ecosystems. 

A subset of the North Pacific salmon

sanctuaries and strongholds should

also host fully-developed salmon bio-

stations, which are long-term field lab-

oratories that host researchers study-

ing salmon population dynamics, ecol-

ogy, and salmon-ecosystem interac-

tions. The Wild Salmon Center is

working with Moscow State University

and the University of Montana’s

Flathead Lake Biological Station to

establish world-class biostations on

the Kol River and Utkholok Rivers in

Kamchatka as part of a salmon river

observatory network that extends

across Alaska, British Columbia, and

the US Pacific Northwest.

Future Opportunities

While there will be opposition to pro-

tecting salmon habitat, the individuals,

communities, and businesses that 

benefit economically, culturally, and

recreationally from healthy salmon-

bearing watersheds can provide a

broad and persuasive constituency.

The Wild Salmon Center works with

local NGOs, government agencies, sci-

entists and businesses across the

Russian Far East to designate territorial

salmon refuges, based on the proposi-

tion that sustainable salmon harvests

provide one of the best options for

long-term economic development.

Partners in Magadan and Khabarovsk

territories are creating new, public-pri-

vate cooperative salmon refuges to

responsibly manage recreational fish-

ing and tourism.

In May, 2003, many of the leaders in

salmon conservation from around the

North Pacific gathered in Khabarovsk

for a first-of-its-kind strategy meeting

to develop new approaches to pro-

tecting salmon and their habitat. The

salmon sanctuary concept was strong-

ly supported by the participants, who

included fisheries regulators, non-gov-

ernmental organizations, scientists,

indigenous groups, and tour operators.

Other important outcomes included

recommendations to strengthen

enforcement of environmental laws

(against poaching in particular), to

adopt a new federal law on fishing

(now undergoing the amendment

process), to increase public involve-

ment in salmon conservation, and to

identify sustainable funding for cre-

ation and operation of salmon sanctu-

aries. In April 2005, salmon experts

from Russia, Japan, Canada, and the

United States gathered at the State of

the Salmon Triennial Conference in

Anchorage, Alaska, to discuss the cut-

ting-edge science and management

measures now available for salmon

conservation.

As the doors to economic develop-

ment and globalization continue to

open in the Russian Far East, and par-

ticularly as Russia prepares to enter the

World Trade Organization, the region

has a choice between repeating disas-

trous mistakes made a century ago by

countries like Japan and the United

States, or forging a new, sustainable

relationship between humans and

salmon. Decades of research and expe-

rience have shown that habitat pro-

tection and effective fishery manage-

ment are fundamental to maintaining

salmon populations and the

economies and cultures which depend

on them. Incredible opportunity exists

now to craft effective protection in

the Russian Far East for natural salmon

ecosystems, before unchecked devel-

opment makes the task exceptionally

difficult if not impossible.

Malin Pinsky is a Conservation and
Science Program Associate at The Wild
Salmon Center.

Camps on the Kol River in Kamchatka provide bases for Flathead Lake Biological Station

and Moscow State University to conduct scientific research on pristine salmon ecosystems,

research that informs salmon conservation throughout the North Pacific. 

Photo by G. Rahr, Wild Salmon Center.



S tretching for over 4,400 kilome-

ters, the Amur is the world’s sev-

enth longest river.  It provides habitat

to over 140 fish species; in the

Northern Hemisphere, only the

Mississippi River boasts greater biodi-

versity of ichthyofauna. The Amur is

also the largest and arguably the most

unique salmon river in the Russian Far

East. Fall and summer chum salmon

(Oncorhynchus keta), masu salmon (O.
masou), pink salmon (O. gorbuscha),

two lenok species (Brachymystax
lenok), East Siberian char (Salvelinus
leucomaenis), anadromous and brook

forms of Dolly Varden char (S. malma),

and Siberian taimen (Hucho taimen)
comprise the list of the presently

known salmonids in the Amur.

Scientists are close to proving that

coho salmon (O. kisutch), which regu-

larly occurs in the Amur, also spawns

in the basin, and that pink salmon

actually has two races – summer and

fall. This would increase the number of

salmonids species in the Amur to

eleven, which is very impressive diver-

sity for any river in the

Pacific. 

The salmon resources of

this great Far Eastern river

overwhelmed early settlers,

to whom the supply

seemed endless. In just the

beginning of the twentieth

century, Russian fishermen

harvested over 50,000 met-

ric tons of salmon per year.

Salmon was used for food,

trade with the European

part of Russia, and export.

Back then, few people

actually salted and ate

salmon roe. For Nanai,

Udege, and other native

people of the Amur River

region, salmon was always

a primary subsistence item,

as well as   an important

part of their culture. But

this golden age could not

last forever. Overfishing,

poaching, logging, and other factors

present throughout the twentieth cen-

tury contributed to a decrease in the

wealth of salmon resources in the

Amur River. By the twenty-first centu-

ry, salmon harvests had dropped to

approximately 5,000  tons per year,

and one could say that anadromous

Pacific salmon of the Amur River are

now in a truly critical situation.

Fall runs of chum are the main salmon

resource of the Amur River. This aston-

ishing fish once occupied almost the

entire Amur River Basin (1.8 million

square kilometers), and swam as far

upstream as the Chita Region, more

than 3,000 kilometers from the sea, to

spawn. However, the efforts of Russian

and Chinese fishermen, loggers, agri-

cultural workers, and dam builders

have succeeded in eliminating chum

from the majority of its former range.

Now chum, like other Pacific salmon

species of the Amur, spawns only in

tributaries along the lowest 600 kilo-

meters stretch of the Amur River,

located between the city of

Khabarovsk and the Sea of Okhotsk.

Gradually, chum numbers are decreas-

ing due to overfishing in the main flow

of the Amur and especially because of

poaching for roe in spawning areas,

where poachers take only eggs and

throw away thousands and thousands

of tons of fish carcasses. The chum

population of the Ussuri River, which

is the Amur’s largest tributary (in terms

of water discharge), is declining and

noticeable only in rare abundant years.

This means that in the near future the

range of Amur chum will shrink even

more and the chum population will

disappear from the range where it was

once most abundant. 

Other salmon species of the Amur

could experience the same fate.

Tributaries to the Amur, which had

healthy salmon populations and abun-

dant runs just five years ago (such as

the Anyui, Khor, and Gur Rivers,

among others), are today no longer

attractive even to poachers because of

Amur Salmon: Dwindling Wealth

By Petr Sharov

Spawning Range of Pacific Salmon in the Amur River Basin. Map provided by WWF-RFE and adapted
by M. Dubinin.
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their depleted stocks. People living

along the river can no longer rely on

salmon as a sustainable and abundant

resource that had fed their ancestors

for centuries.

What are the roots of this situation?

Why is such an important resource

declining and mismanaged? These

questions are both simple and com-

plex. First, poaching is very loosely

controlled. For numerous reasons,

most poachers are never punished:

corruption is widespread; fish inspec-

tors are few in number and poorly

equipped; and there exist significant

gaps in legislation. Second, the federal

government, which is responsible for

managing this resource, is not impos-

ing strict enough control over salmon

fishing and making it sustainable for

the benefit of the region. These rea-

sons are quite simple to understand,

but are very difficult to deal with. It

takes time and united efforts on the

part of all stakeholders to combat

these causes and to reverse the exist-

ing degradation of the salmon popula-

tions and the freshwater ecosystem of

the Amur River.

The Far Eastern Branch of the World

Wide Fund for Nature (WWF)-Russia

has been working for ten years now in

the Far Eastern Ecoregion implement-

ing numerous projects on the conser-

vation of rare species, the sustainable

use of forests, and the protection of

marine ecosystems. In 2002, the Far

Eastern Branch of WWF-Russia devel-

oped, in collaboration with other

NGOs, the second part of a compre-

hensive Conservation Action Plan

(CAP2), that contained short-, mid-,

and long- term objectives and actions

for the southern Russian Far East,

including Amurskaya Oblast,

Evreiskaya Autonomous Oblast,

Khabarovsky Krai, and Primorsky Krai.

The document was the product of col-

laborative effort by eight organizations

(Wildlife Conservation Society,

Khabarovsk Wildlife Foundation,

Amur Socio-Ecological Union,

Phoenix Foundation, League of

Environmental NGOs of Evreiskaya

Province, Amur Ecological

Foundation, and Zov Taigi Nature

Conservation Center) and was

approved by a coalition of 17 NGOs,

members of the Science-Public

Council of the Amur Coordination

Committee. 

An important part of the CAP2 is a

freshwater ecosystems conservation

program that was started by our office

in 2002.  This program aims to pro-

mote Integrated River Basin

Management, to protect biodiversity,

and to solve other problems existing

in the Amur River basin. One of the

key priorities of our freshwater pro-

gram is work on fish resources of the

Amur because the health of fish in the

river is really the health of the river

itself. In collaboration with our part-

ners, regional fish biologists, and an

international NGO, the Wild Salmon

Center, we conducted a study on the

status of fish resources in the Amur.

The subsequent publication, entitled

“Amur Fish: Wealth and Crisis,”

revealed the current status of fish

resources of the Amur, described

major causes of existing problems, 

and highlighted steps necessary 

to restore this great Far Eastern 

river its wealth of salmon. (The

English-language version of the 

publication is available online at:

http://www.wwf.ru/resources/publ/
book/eng/105). We believe that it is

possible to achieve this in the long

run, and that NGOs, scientific institu-

tions, and governmental entities will

succeed if efforts are coordinated and

well guided, and if these stakeholders

persevere in their efforts to restore the

Amur’s salmon, for many years, even, if

that is what it takes. 

Petr Sharov is the Freshwater
Ecosystem Program Assistant with the
Far Eastern Branch of WWF-Russia.

A new publication prepared and issued by

the Khabarovsk affiliate of the Pacific

Scientific-Research Fisheries Center 

and the Far Eastern Branch of WWF, with

participation by the Wild Salmon Center.

Spawning salmon (Oncorhynchus sp.). Photo by I. Shpilenok. (www.shpilenok.com)

Special Section: Salmon Conservation in the Russian Far East 
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T he Sakhalin taimen (Parahucho
perryi) is a unique fish and the

closest living descendent of salmon

from the Tertiary Period (the first sub-

era of the Cenozoic Era, which began

about sixty-five million years ago and

lasted approximately sixty-three mil-

lion years). In the early part of the

twentieth century, the species could be

found in almost all large and small

rivers flowing into the Sea of Japan.

There are stories that have been pre-

served about local people who, many

years ago, encountered or caught very

large taimen weighing up to twenty-

five and thirty kilograms.  However,

the species’ range has steadily

decreased over the last three decades,

as the region has become increasingly

developed. In Primorsky Krai, Sakhalin

taimen can be encountered now only

on the northernmost edge of the

region, where there are no through

roads, where river fishing is not devel-

oped, and where the watershed has

retained its depth.  It is here, in the

Samarga River, that we find the largest

known wild population of Sakhalin

taimen in its range.  

The Samarga River is the last body of

water in Primorsky Krai, where up

until recently, the Sakhalin taimen,

which is listed in the Red Data Books

of the Russian Federation and

Primorsky Krai, was preserved in a

more or less healthy condition.  The

river has also preserved significant

populations of other salmonid species

including pink salmon (Oncorhynchus
gorbuscha), masu salmon (O. masou),

chum salmon (O. keta), Dolly Varden

char (Salvelinus malma), East Siberian

char (Salvelinus leucomaenis), lenok

(Brachymystax tumensis), and grayling

(Thymallus sp.).

Salmonids in the rivers of northern

Primorsky Krai have very high require-

ments regarding habitat quality.  Water

must be highly pure and retain its low

temperature in order for adult

salmon to be able to lay their

eggs in the substrate.  These

qualities also  help ensure the

eggs’ survival, development,

and the future feeding of juve-

niles during their fresh-water

period until they leave for open

marine waters.  In the winter, a

critical period when salmon

eggs incubate in substrate, a

sufficient water level must be

maintained in order to support the

survivability of the population.  In the

summer period, the riparian forest

zone provides juvenile salmon with

food, as insects fall into the water.

Shade from tree-tops helps prevent

water temperatures from rising.  Forest

vegetation protects river banks from

the impacts of erosion. 

However, exploitation of the region’s

natural resources is being carried out

without consideration for the impor-

tance of the territory for biodiversity

conservation and conservation of

habitats of rare species. One such

example is the commercial timber har-

vesting activities of the timber enter-

prise “Ternei Les,”which began har-

vesting forest resources in the basins

of the Zheltaya and Samarga Rivers in

2002.  The Samarga River Basin is

home to communities of local indige-

nous peoples, the Udege and Nanai,

for whom fishing and hunting are fun-

damental parts of their way of life.

Unregulated timber preparation may

bring about irreversible consequences

for the river and its inhabitants, as well

as for the human population living on

its shores.  

Studies of the influence of timber har-

vesting activities on the productivity

of riparian communities and fish pop-

ulations demonstrate that the primary

reason for such impact is the changes

in the hydrological regimes of rivers

due to logging.  Large areas cleared of

forest cover lead to decrease in the

volume of water in the basin and the

decrease in the general water level in

the river, and also to significant ero-

sion. Washout of sediment into river

tributaries leads to the decreased flow

By Anatoly Semenchenko

The Samarga River. 

Map by M. Dubinin.

Large Sakhalin taimen (Parahucho perryi) may weigh

twenty kilograms or more; the specimen featured

here is significantly smaller. Photo by A. Semenchenko.

Timber Harvest in the Samarga River Basin: 

A Threat to Sakhalin Taimen 

and Other Salmonids
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of the river, changes in the riverbed,

the decrease in benthic area as a result

of their alleviation and shoaling, and

also a decrease in fish feeding areas

and sanctuaries.

The decreased amount of shade cast over

a river’s surface warms the water mass, as

a result of

which, the dis-

solved oxygen

content

decreases and

a change in

aquatic vegeta-

tion takes

place. Changes

in algae com-

plexes lead to a

change in the

entire natural

complex of the

river, including

a change in the

quantitative

and qualitative

composition

of inverte-

brates, which

are the primary

forage source

fish.

Logging and the construction of roads

in a river basin also increases the

accessibility of fish resources for

poachers.  Thus, for fish, a change

takes place both in the abiotic and

biotic factors of the environment. One

of the results of these changes will be a

decrease in the feed base and a drop in

individual species of fish. Thus, this last

basin in Primorsky Krai, where high

natural reproduction of salmonid

species takes place, will be lost.

In upcoming years, when the Samarga

River Basin will become more devel-

oped, it will be very important to fol-

low, and when possible, prevent

changes in the river’s ecosystems.

Aquatic organisms are very sensitive to

any change in their environment. The

smallest change can affect community

structures and populations of individ-

ual species. If their habitat is destroyed,

fish will go to other places that are still

capable of supporting them. Our

observations of the behavior of juve-

nile taimen and of changes in the

composition of fish communities

allow us to predict the beginning of

irreversible changes and intervene on

time. We hope that this will give juve-

nile taimen one last chance to survive

and thus preserve the last fading pop-

ulation of this proud and beautiful fish.

Anatoly Semenchenko is a Head
Scientist at the Pacific Scientific-
Research Fisheries Center in
Vladivostok, Russia (TINRO-Center).

Forests along the Samarga River help maintain the river’s hydrological

regime and play an important role in creating habitat conditions suitable

to the Sakhalin taimen. Photo by A. Semenchenko.

Species Spotlight: Sakhalin Taimen (Parahucho perryi)
Category and Status: Sakhalin taimen is a species endemic to the Russian Far East. It was previously considered to be part

of the Hucho genus, but recent research has demonstrated the need to classify it as belonging to an independent genus,

Parahucho. Populations on Sakhalin Island are declining and are listed in the Red Data Book of the Russian Federation. 

Distribution: Sakhalin taimen is encountered in rivers and adjacent marine regions in Khabarovsk and Primorsky Krais, on

Sakhalin and Hokkaido Islands, and on the northern part of Honshu Island. On Sakhalin Island, the species is encountered

everywhere with the exception of the island’s northernmost part (up to 51° N). 

Habitat and Life History: Sakhalin taimen is a migratory species. It does not migrate far into marine waters and mainly

remains in brackish waters near river mouths. In October, Sakhalin taimen enter the lower reaches of rivers to winter, and

then head out to sea in early spring before spawning. Spawning migrations in rivers begin immediately after the ice melts and

coincide with spring flooding (from snowmelt). Spawning areas are located in riverbeds with pebbly substrate. After spawn-

ing, reproductive fish head from the rivers to the estuary and adjacent regions of the sea. Over the summer, they enter the

lower reaches of rivers several times for short periods at a time. This is likely feeding migration. Juveniles spend two to seven

years in rivers. Large fish reach twenty kilograms and more. The Sakhalin taimen is a typical predator: the foundation of its

diet is herring, smelt, and navaga. Maturation takes place at ten to eleven years, but may occur earlier. Fertility: 3,380-17,680,

on average 8,300 eggs. Females spawn several times in their lives, but not annually.

Population and Threats: The primary threat to the species is intensive harvest (commercial, poaching, recreational). Also

significant is the fact that juvenile taimen inhabit rivers for prolonged periods of time and, having reached significant size, are

harvested by local people in large quantities. Frequent races in rivers and the large sizes of reproductive fish also make this

species vulnerable to anthropological impacts. The late approach of sexual maturity and non-annual spawning limits the rate

of natural reproduction.

Protection Measures Undertaken and Needed: Possible protection measures include: Artificial reproduction of Sakhalin

taimen; identification of rivers, where the species is close to disappearance, in order to organize specially protected areas; and

cryo-conservation of genomes.

Compiled from information published in the Red Data Book of the Russian Federation, Moscow, 2000.
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O n a map, the contour of Sakhalin

Island resembles a fish, and this

is an appropriate symbol for the island.

Covered by a dense hydrological net-

work, Sakhalin provides important

habitat area to numerous fish species,

including, notably, salmonids.

Migratory Pacific salmon, which con-

stitute the primary part of Sakhalin’s

coastal fishery, are also a very impor-

tant part of the island’s economy,

which is largely based on commercial

fishing. Annually, over 100,000 tons of

salmon are harvested, and more than

ninety percent of the total harvest is

comprised of two species, pink salmon

(Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) and chum

salmon (O. keta). Coho salmon

(O. kisutch) is common in the central

and northern parts of the island, while

masu salmon (O. masou), which is not

encountered along North American

shores, is a favorite object for recre-

ational anglers.

As is the case elsewhere in the Russian

Far East, salmon on Sakhalin Island

face a multitude of serious problems,

and certain populations are threat-

ened with destruction. Municipal

drainage pollutes numerous water

bodies. Logging and oil drilling dam-

ages salmon ecosystems, as do the

island’s several active coal quarries and

gold mines. The threat posed to

salmon and other animal populations

by offshore oil and gas development is

known the world over. 

The primary threats to salmon popula-

tions on Sakhalin, however, are 

poaching and commercial over har-

vest, which are attributable to poor

management. On Sakhalin, there 

is no realized policy for nature conser-

vation; little attention is paid to biodi-

versity conservation; and the island’s

system of specially protected areas 

is weak. The protection of salmonids

falls to the federal agency

Sakhalinrybvod; because this 

one agency alone isn’t capable of

ensuring the complete protection of

the island’s spawning rivers from

poaching, other organs are involved 

in protection activities during the

spawning season. Despite their

involvement, however, it is estimated

that of the total production of all

salmon products, including, first 

and foremost caviar, approximately

30% is harvested illegally. 

Since late 2002, Sakhalin Wild Nature

Fund, an NGO driven by experienced

Sakhalinrybvod ichthyologists Sergei

and Lyudmila Makeev has been 

working to preserve the island’s wild

salmon populations. The organization

began working on grants awarded 

by The Wild Salmon Center and

financed by the Oak Foundation. 

The organization also implemented 

a joint project with The Wild Salmon

Center as part of the United States-

Russian Far East Partnership Activity,

administered by Foundation for

Russian American Economic

Cooperation (FRAEC), and funded by

the US Agency for International

Development (USAID).

Within the framework of these

projects, Sakhalin Wild

Nature Fund conducted

several educational

campaigns focusing

on the conserva-

tion of specific

valuable salmon

species, such as the

masu salmon and

the Sakhalin taimen

(Parahucho perryi). The

organization also par-

ticipated in the

development of

ecologically

sound sport fish-

ing and angling

tourism on the

island. The

organization’s

greatest

achievements, however, have been in

its introduction of salmon curriculum

programs. 

One such program, “Salmon Watch",

was borrowed from the practices of an

American NGO, “Oregon Trout”, and

adapted to Russian conditions using

materials prepared by Russian scien-

tists. The Salmon Watch program uses

an ecosystem approach, incorporates

field excursions to observe spawning,

involves volunteers, features a cultural

component, and offers access to con-

servation projects. The Sakhalin Wild

Nature Fund introduced the program

with assistance from the Department

of Education for the city of Yuzhno-

Sakhalinsk. The organization conduct-

ed three seminars for teachers and vol-

unteers. It also developed a packet of

educational-methodological materials,

which included: a reader on studying

salmon, called “Observe Salmon”; a

book called “Stewards of Living Silver,”

which illustrates the successful experi-

ence of “The Blue Patrols,” a popular

movement during the 1970s and

1980s that involved children in

salmon conservation;

a brochure,

“Methods of

Ichthyologic

Research”; and

Raising Public Awareness about Salmon 

and Salmon Conservation on Sakhalin Island
By Sergei Makeev

The Salmon Watch Program, introduced on Sakhalin Island by Sakhalin Wild Nature Fund,

has helped introduce a special salmon curriculum in some of the island’s schools and has

also gotten children involved in salmon conservation. Photo by S. Makeev.
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a school atlas, “The Fish of Sakhalin’s

Fresh Water Bodies.” As part of the

project, 300 eighth graders, twenty-

five teachers, and forty-five upper-

classmen volunteers from twenty-five

schools participated in thirteen excur-

sions on the spawning rivers of

Sakhalin during the fall of 2004.

A teacher conference on the salmon

curriculum was also carried out.

Another important project activity

modeled after a similar event observed

in Oregon is the Salmon Festival. In

2004, The Sakhalin Wild Nature Fund

organized the Second Salmon Festival,

in which almost 150 people participat-

ed. The festival’s program featured edu-

cational stations and excursion where

children could observe the spawning

and death of Pacific salmon, conduct

chemical and biological analysis of

water, and observe the tracks of coastal

fauna. Children played games, watched

performances of agitation-brigades,

and enjoyed a musical concert. During

the festival, an art competition dedicat-

ed to Sakhalin’s salmon was conducted

and it was decided that the winning

submission would serve as the emblem

for the next festival. At the event’s

close, children and adults in atten-

dance signed a unique Declaration of

Rights for Salmon, and in doing so

pledged to help preserve them.

The Second Salmon Festival ended up

being an international event, with par-

ticipation by representatives from the

Wild Salmon Center, Oregon Trout,

and Ecotrust.  This fact proved that

salmon can unite people across the

Pacific Ocean. The festival was also

attended by members of the “Living

Sea Coalition,” a group of NGOs from

Primorsky Krai, Kamchatka, Magadan,

and Chukotka. These participants

decided to expand use of the salmon

curriculum across the entire Russian

Far East.

The Sakhalin Wild Nature Fund has

also begun to revive the “Blue Patrols”

movement, described earlier in this

article. In the past, the program served

as an important means of preventing

poaching among children and was

supported by organs of the fish inspec-

torate and other official bodies. The

organization is currently participating

in the development of a Governor’s

program on the problem of poaching

by children.

All of our educational programs are

carried out under the slogan “Learn.

Love. Preserve.” We hope that school

children, having learned much about

salmon, will love them. And having

loved them, they will not become

poachers and might also inspire this

love in their parents.

Sergei Makeev is the Chairman of the
Sakhalin Wild Nature Fund.

One of the entrants in an art competition held during the Salmon Festival on Sakhalin

Island. Artwork by V. Kulikova, 14 years of age.

Another submission to the Salmon Festival’s art competition.
Artwork by V. Gakh, 15 years of age.
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H istorically, Sakhalin Island, which

is located off Russia’s southeast-

ern shores, and just forty kilometers

north of the Japanese island

Hokkaido, was completely blanketed

in pristine coniferous forests.

However, during the mid-nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries, when

Sakhalin was still part of the Japanese

Empire, much of the island’s virgin

forests were systematically destroyed

by concentrated clear-cutting to satis-

fy the pulp industry’s demand for soft-

wood resources. Now, only a

few corners of pristine

island nature remain on

Sakhalin. 

One of them can be found in the

east-central part of the island, where

two large spawning rivers, the Pursh-

Pursh and Vengeri, flow from Nabilsky

Mountain Range, the largest on

Sakhalin, to the icy cold waters of the

Sea of Okhotsk. The basins of these

two important rivers are blanketed by

almost 200,000 hectares of ancient

forests that are untouched by human

activity or forest fires.

Landscape diversity here is high, with

close to fourteen different types of

vegetation communities represented,

including rich alpine flora and ancient

dark-conifer forests. In the basins of

the Pursh-Pursh and Vengeri Rivers,

374 species of vascular plants are

encountered, including thirty rare,

endangered, and endemic species of

rhododendron, (Rhododendron
redowskii), lousewort (Pedicularis
koidzumi), roseroot (Rhodiola rosea),

bellflower (Campanula Uemura), and

a well-known endemic genus

(Miyakea integrifolia Miyade et Tatew)
that is found absolutely nowhere else

in the world.

Over 220 species of terrestrial mam-

mals, birds, amphibians, and reptiles

inhabit this part of the island. Among

them, twenty-eight are listed in the

Red Data Book of the Russian

Federation, including the Sakhalin

musk deer (Moschus moschiferus
sachalinensis), wild reindeer (Rangifer
tarandus), brant goose (Branta berni-
cla), swan goose (Anser cygnoides),

whooper-swan (Cygnus cygnus), fish

hawk (Pandion haliaetus), golden

eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), white-tailed

eagle (Haliaeetus albicilla) and Steller’s

sea eagle (Haliaeetus pelagicus). These

forests are especially important for

populations of brown bear (Ursus arc-
tos) and wild reindeer. For reindeer,

this area is a unique “nursery” and

“kindergarten,” where from April to

November, they calve, feed, and mate;

much of the herd then migrates across

Nabilsky Range, where the reindeer

winter in vast surrounding regions. 

The high species and landscape diver-

sity, and the richness of endemic and

rare species particular to this area may

be attributed to the intact state of the

virgin forests and to the complete lack

of human interference. The intact

ancient forests have had an especially

great influence on local rivers and

their primary wealth, fish. The forests

support high quality natural spawning

grounds for numerous wild Pacific

salmon species which migrate here

annually: coho salmon (Oncorhynchus
kisutch); chum salmon (O. keta); masu

salmon (O. masou); and pink salmon

(O. gorbuscha). In the Pursh-Pursh and

Vengeri Rivers, the endangered

Sakhalin taimen (Parahucho perryi) is

still preserved, while in the rivers’ estu-

arine regions, the rare Siberian stone

loach (Noemacheilus barbatulus toni
(Dybowski)) and two species of stick-

leback (Pungitius spp.) can also be

found. 

But, the recent development of market

economics on the island has created

opportunities to convert the region’s

main natural riches, forests and fish,

into capital. Loggers first got their

By Dmitry Lisitsyn

The territory of the former Vostochny

Zakaznik. Map by M. Dubinin.

The endangered Steller’s sea eagle

(Haliaeetus pelagicus). Photo by V. Solkin.

Vostochny Zakaznik will live!
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bearings, and in 1996, the unique

forests of the Pursh-Pursh and Vengeri

Basins were leased to Smirnykhovsky

Forest Enterprise for commercial tim-

ber harvest. In that same year, thanks

to the international “Hotspots” project

and efforts by the NGO “Friends of the

Earth-Japan,” the Japanese Fund

“Pronatura” and the Sakhalin Oblast

Ecofund contributed funds to conduct

field research and prepare a scientific

assessment justifying the creation of a

protected nature area. And so, with

these two divergent steps, one toward

the utilization of this untouched cor-

ner of wild nature, and one toward its

preservation, begins the history of the

battle for the unique natural ecosys-

tems of the Pursh-Pursh and Vengeri

River Basins.

In 1997, timber harvesters began con-

structing a road along the forest mas-

sif. In spring of that same year, the

NGO Sakhalin Environment Watch

began a broad social campaign advo-

cating for the stoppage of logging

activities and for the creation of

Vostochny Zakaznik. The main target

of the campaign was the oblast’s

bureaucrats, within whose power it

was to stop the logging; the cam-

paign’s main argument was based on

the scientific assessment which

demonstrated the territory’s unique-

ness and the necessity of introducing

on it a protected regime. Activists from

Sakhalin Environment Watch organ-

ized numerous inter-agency meetings

to discuss options for resolving the

problem. Journalists regularly covered

the issue in newspapers and on televi-

sion broadcasts. Thousands of

Sakhalin residents signed petitions to

protect the ancient forests and salmon

rivers. Concerned citizens from across

Russia and abroad sent hundreds of

faxes to the oblast governor. Public

opinion surveys demonstrated

Sakhalin residents’ decided opposition

against plans to log the island’s last

ancient forests. In March 1998, having

exhausted all “peaceful” means, ecolo-

gists organized a large demonstration

in front of the oblast administration

building. Slowly, bureaucrats came to

understand that they couldn’t just

brush off the problem. They would

need to resolve it.

And so, in May 1998, under pressure

from the Sakhalin Administration of

Forests, Smirnykhovsky Forest

Enterprise voluntarily gave up its lease

on forested lands in the basins of the

Pursh-Pursh and Vengeri Rivers so 

that the zakaznik might be created. 

A full year went toward the prepara-

tion, approval, and implementation 

of the resolution that would officially

establish Vostochny Zakaznik. 

A major impediment in the process

was coming to a decision about

whether or not pre-commercial

thinning and sanitation cutting 

would be allowed in the zakaznik.

Again, Sakhalin Environment Watch

put much effort into lobbying and

informing the public, and in the end,

pre-commercial thinning, which 

loggers traditionally use for the prepa-

ration of commercial timber, was

prohibited. 

Vostochny Zakaznik officially came

into being on July 7, 1999. Within the

zakaznik’s borders, 65,000 hectares of

virgin Sakhalin taiga, which harbor the

basins of 2 intact spawning rivers,

received reliable protection. At the

same time, salmon stocks dependent

upon those rivers also received protec-

tion. Commercial fishing was prohibit-

ed within the terrestrial parts of the

reserve, and a one-kilometer-wide

coastal strip along the Sea of Okhotsk

was also taken under protection. As it

turned out, these measures were taken

very much on time. 

In the summer of 1999, commercial

fishing companies eagerly awaited the

pink salmon run. But it seems that

there were some entrepreneurs for

whom the available fishing rivers were

simply not enough; they set their

sights on the pristine rivers of

Vostochny Zakaznik. Just one short

month after the creation of Vostochny

Zakaznik, the first vice-governor of the

oblast, Ivan Malakhov, temporarily

repealed the zakaznik’s status, in order

to allow the commercial firm “Laguna”

to fish there during the salmon run.

Almost immediately, a large brigade of

fisherman established a base for them-

selves at the mouth of the Vengeri

River. 

In response, Sakhalin Environment

Watch conducted a number of verifi-

cation checks of the activities of this

firm. The organization’s investigations

revealed cases of poaching, illegal pos-

session of firearms, and violations of

fishing regulations. At the same time,

ecologists appealed to the public pros-

ecutor’s office, which declared that the

zakaznik’s repeal was illegal, and

demanded that the oblast administra-

tion overturn its decision. Vice-

Governor Malakhov was obliged to

abide by this. The zakaznik’s status was

reinstated and “Laguna’s” activities on

the reserve’s territory were suspended. 

Other threats to the zakaznik

appeared that same year — wide-

spread poaching on spawning rivers

Poachers on Sakhalin Island caught red-handed by a specialized police division, the OMON.

Photo by D. Lisitsyn.
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during the salmon run and industrial-

scale caviar preparation. By the

salmon run of 2000, Sakhalin

Environment Watch had developed a

system to combat this problem. The

organization’s staff conducted educa-

tional work with the local community

and organized foot patrols along

spawning rivers and along the coast of

the zakaznik. If a patrol group encoun-

tered poachers, they contacted the

Tymovsk Fish Protection Inspectorate

by satellite phone. This scheme

worked well. In the first year, one

group of poachers was apprehended

at the scene of the crime, and with

each passing year, the “patrol” system

improved. Dozens of volunteers,

including tourists, nature photogra-

phers, and nature-lovers, were

involved in protecting the zakaznik.

By 2002, the tell-tale signs of caviar

preparation were no longer found in

the reserve. It’s safe to assume that

conservation interventions deterred

the poachers.

However, Vostochny Zakaznik was too

sweet a morsel for those drawn to the

easy money fish can bring. And so,

right before the 2003 salmon run,

Vice-Governor Malakhov issued

another resolution, which this time

decreased the zakaznik’s borders

through the exclusion of its marine

zone, thus allowing for the commer-

cial harvest of salmon. One again,

Sakhalin Environment Watch

launched a campaign to defend

Vostochny Zakaznik. At the same time,

an appeal was made to the court,

which ended with the scandalous res-

olution being overturned. All this was

done in a very timely and organized

fashion; as a result, “Laguna” was

unable to establish its brigade in the

zakaznik.

But businessmen from “Laguna” clung

to their plans to settle down in this

cherished corner of Sakhalin. In 2004,

they proceeded more intelligently, and

instead of lobbying for the illegal reso-

lution, they worked through the court

system to have the very status of the

zakaznik declared illegal. In April

2004, the oblast court revoked the

governor’s resolution though which

Vostochny Zakaznik has been created.

The court found that materials sup-

porting ecological justification of the

zakaznik had not passed through an

environmental impact assessment, and

that the governor did not have the

power to include the marine zone in

the zakaznik. By issuing an appeal,

ecologists were able to postpone the

final decision-making process just

long enough to ensure that “Laguna”

would not be able to catch pink

salmon on the protected coast during

the 2004 season.

During all this upheaval with the

zakaznik, important changes took

place in the oblast’s politics. Vice

Governor Malakhov was elected gov-

ernor. During the election campaign in

the fall of 2004, his staff came to a sur-

prising realization: although he had

won the election, Malakhov had lost a

good number of votes because of his

position concerning fishing in the pro-

tected area. Voters disapproved of his

careless policies regarding Sakhalin’s

natural heritage. Based on this, the

new administration changed its stance

on the issue. Upon the initiative of

Sakhalin Environment Watch, First

Vice-Governor Boris Gorkunov initiat-

ed the process to restore the zakaznik.

As a first step, the zakaznik’s territory

was reserved in order to conduct a sci-

entific assessment in compliance with

governmental regulations. After that, it

will be possible to restore the

zakaznik’s status, so that no more

“Laguna-types” will have the opportu-

nity to desecrate the protected territo-

ry. At the time this article was pre-

pared, a draft resolution on the reser-

vation of the territory was undergoing

review and soon will be approved.

Vostochny Zakaznik will live!

Dmitry Lisitsyn is the Chairman of
Sakhalin Environment Watch. Sakhalin
Environment Watch is grateful to the
Wild Salmon Center and Keidanren
Nature Conservation Fund (Japan) for
financial support in protecting the
Vostochny Zakaznik from 2001-2004.

This picturesque coast was once protected in Vostochny Zakaznik. Photo by A. Kalgin. 
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S almon is the foundation for eco-

logical balance on Kamchatka: it

provides food for predators and

saprovores (which feed on decompos-

ing organic matter); it serves as fertiliz-

er for vegetation in river catchments

and valleys; and it is an essential link in

the multitude of ecological chains that

make Kamchatka’s ecosystem sustain-

able and highly productive. In order

for salmon stocks to continue to

reproduce and return to Kamchatka,

thus bringing to its ecosystems organic

and inorganic matter and energy accu-

mulated in the sea, little is necessary:

clean water, untouched spawning

areas, and a large territory of undis-

turbed nature.

Yet, this simple truth eluded people for

many, many years. It seemed that

salmon stocks were inexhaustible, and

people just kept harvesting more and

more. In recent years, though, a new

problem has appeared: the uncon-

trolled harvest of salmon returning to

spawn. This is occurring not just in the

mouths of rivers, but in spawning

areas as well. In a short time, this prac-

tice will lead to the degradation of one

salmon stock after another. For some

time now, it has been noticeable that

not as many fish have been entering

the rivers as once did. But, for the time

being, there are still fish, and the hope

remains that people will take

advantage of these last opportu-

nities and begin to realize that on

Kamchatka, salmon is life.

The League of Independent

Experts, a Petropavlovsk-

Kamchatsky-based NGO, is work-

ing hard to implement an impor-

tant project to raise public aware-

ness about the significance of

salmon for Kamchatka. This

effort is called the “Ukoal”

Project.  The word “Ukoal” is the

term by which Itelmen, the

indigenous people of the penin-

sula, call the region. This is the

name that the peninsula bore

when people who treated

nature more carefully set-

tled along its shores and

its rivers were full of fish.

The goal of the Ukoal

Project is to 

preserve the Kamchatka

River Basin 

as the largest salmon

river basin 

on the Kamchatka

Peninsula. The

Kamchatka River stretch-

es for 758 kilometers and

its tributaries run through

the territories of three

Ukoal Project Protecting Salmon 

on the Kamchatka Peninsula

By Olga Chernyagina

Five zakazniks proposed for creation on the Kamchatka

Peninsula by the League of Independent Experts and the

Kamchatka affiliate of the Pacific Institute of Geography

(Far Eastern Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences).

Map by M. Dubinin, using information provided by the
Kamchatka League of Independent Experts.

Lake Kurilskoye, on the southern part of the Kamchatka Peninsula, provides spawning habitat to the largest run of sockeye salmon

(Oncorhynchus nerka) in Asia. Photo by V. Kirichenko, Kamchatka League of Independent Experts.
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administrative districts. Along its 

course, there are many human settle-

ments, much developed land, and

many problems. And new problems

are developing; for example, mining

for gold ore in the mountains is begin-

ning. But it’s time to resolve these

problems.

The project has three primary objec-

tives. The first is to develop and imple-

ment a basin conservation strategy for

the Kamchatka River. This type of

strategy, which is based on the large

river basin model, and which demon-

strates the interconnection of prob-

lems and threats affecting

Kamchatka’s wild nature and its pri-

mary wealth, its salmon stocks,  repre-

sents a new strategy for the

Kamchatka League of Independent

Experts. 

The project also seeks to support and

coordinate NGOs’ salmon conserva-

tion efforts and to initiate and support

media campaigns supporting

Kamchatka’s wild salmon. We provide

informational support to such diverse

groups as school ecological clubs and

government bodies. We also provide

assistance in the dissemination of new

scientific knowledge, which fills gaps

in understanding about salmon,

salmon river ecosystems, and the

threats they face, both existing and

potential. We realize that these three

objectives are long-term, and that they

complement and complete one

another. We will coordinate activities

to realize them

within the

course of work

on Pacific

Environment’s

project,

“Protecting

Salmon in the

Russian Far

East.”

An important

component of

this project is

the joint work

by the League of

Independent

Experts and the

Kamchatka affili-

ate of the Pacific

Institute of Geography (Far Eastern

Branch of the Russian Academy of

Sciences) to create five new zakazniks

(special purpose preserves) in the

basin of the Kamchatka River: “Yelovka

River,” “Khapitsa River,” “Kirganik

River,” “Andrianovka River,” and

“Sharomsky Salmon.” The Councils of

People’s Deputies (legislative bodies of

government) of two districts located

in the valley of the Kamchatka River,

Milkovsky and Ust-Kamchatsky

Districts, became initiators in the

process to create these zakazniks. The

reason for the initiative was the sharp

decrease in the salmon catch from the

Kamchatka River; this salmon catch is

the foundation of the Ust-Kamchatsky

District’s economy and is a significant

part of the livelihood of Milkovsky

District residents as well. A referendum

of residents of the Ust-Kamchatsky

District residents conducted in

December 2003 demonstrated that

the population supports this initiative:

75% of voters expressed their support

of the zakaznik’s creation.

The idea to create the zakazniks was

supported by the Council of People’s

Deputies of Kamchatka Oblast. The

administrations of Kamchatka Oblast,

Ust-Kamchatsky District, and the Wild

Salmon Center then effectively con-

cluded an agreement about jointly

financing work. At present, scientific

justification for the zakazniks’ creation

is being prepared. But the approval

process is going slowly. The combined

area of the zakazniks totals almost one

million hectares and bureaucrats are

not yet ready to increase so signifi-

cantly the territory of protected areas

in the Kamchatka Oblast, where nearly

28% of land is already protected with-

in protected areas of various levels. To

explain to bureaucrats what the “basin

approach” is and why there is no sense

in protecting the river without pro-

tecting the land that surrounds it is

difficult, but each time, we find more

and more supporters.

Olga Chernyagina is Executive
Director of the Kamchatka League of
Independent Experts.

Local residents in Koryak Autonomous Region, on the Kamchatka

Peninsula, depend on the sustainability of salmon stocks. Photo by A.
Shimaev, Union of Kamchadals of Koryak Autonomous Region.

On Kamchatka, the UN and Russian

Government Conduct Their First Joint

Project Devoted to Salmon

“Conservation and Sustainable Use of Wild Salmonid Biological Diversity on

Russia’s Kamchatka Peninsula” is the first project of the United Nations

Development Programme directly devoted to salmon. This joint project of the

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), Global Environment

Facility (GEF) and the Government of Russia was designed in 1998-2000 by

experts of the Russian State Fisheries Committee, Moscow State University,

and The Wild Salmon Center (USA). The project was approved by the

Administrations of Kamchatka Oblast and Koryak Autonomous Okrug, and

following review by GEF and UNDP, began on Kamchatka in September 2003.

The purpose of this project is to demonstrate possible ways to conserve

salmonid biodiversity, under conditions of sustainable economic development

for the region, including fishery. The project will deal with four salmon rich

river sites on the western coast of the Kamchatka Peninsula. The major objec-

tive of the project is to develop understanding of biodiversity conservation

values by the local population and business. 
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F ishing has historically been a pri-

mary economic activity for indige-

nous peoples of the Russian North.

For many of them, fishing remains a

foundation of both their economy and

traditional way of life.  Yet, the favor-

able ecological situation in many areas

traditionally inhabited by Russia’s

indigenous peoples (this territory

includes a large region in the northern

European part of the country, the

Urals, practically all of Siberia, and the

entire Russian Far East) now depends

on several factors, including

mankind’s so-called sustainable eco-

nomic activities.  Commercial fishing,

commercial timber harvest, and other

contemporary economic activities,

which have come to take the place of

traditional nature use, have signifi-

cantly decreased – and in many places

undermined – the potential for natu-

ral resource utilization.  

Biological resources, if sensibly man-

aged, may be used over the long term,

but in order to establish such manage-

ment, certain conditions must be met.

If wise limits are observed for specific

forest and riperian territories, then

natural resource use becomes gen-

uinely sustainable and may help to

preserve nature on these territories no

less, and often more, effectively than

any conservation interventions.

As long as biological resources are sub-

ject to fierce haggling, and as long as

authorities do not understand the

principles of traditional sustainable

resource use, Russia’s indigenous peo-

ples will not find the ecological niche

filled by their ancestors. Indigenous

people should be encouraged to devel-

op effective, small-scale industries,

such as fishing or reindeer husbandry,

based on traditional nature use prac-

tices.  The successful experience of

indigenous peoples in other regions,

has demonstrated that with initial

financial stimulus and the proper allo-

cation of resources, this is possible.

With efficient resource management

and use, such production can become

a source of subsistence for the com-

munity.  Indigenous communities and

enterprises could them themselves pay

for those necessities currently funded

by special federal programs for the

economic and social development of

Russia’s indigenous peoples.

It will also be very important to

increase the management effective-

ness of local indigenous communities

and enterprises.  Today, it is no longer

enough just to catch fish, hunt game,

and sell their meat and other products.

It is necessary to efficiently adapt to

the constantly changing market and to

conduct marketing.  It is necessary to

attract financial resources to modern-

ize production and to purchase new

technical equipment.  It is also very

important to arrange year-round work

of community industries.

I would also like to address the protec-

tion of nature in areas of traditional

nature use of communities of indige-

nous people.  Without a doubt, various

governmental bodies play, and will

continue to play for a long time into

the future, a primary role in nature

conservation. Nevertheless, the direct

participation of the indigenous com-

munities in the process is the most

important condition for nature con-

servation. Besides ecological education

to this end, economic stimuli are also

very effective.  If a member of the

community understands that every

kilogram of salmon harvested by

poachers in the river where his com-

munity fishes is tantamount to theft

from that community’s pockets, it

stands to reason that he would under-

stand the importance of defending

that river from poachers.  And if every

fisherman thought the same way, then

maybe poachers might just think twice

before going to the river.

Dmitry Berezhkov is the President of
the Kamchatka Oblast Association for
Indigenous Peoples of the North. 

Traditional Resource Use, a Cornerstone 

of Indigenous Communities and Cultures
By Dmitry Berezhkov

Traditional methods of fish processing continue in many parts of Russia, 

including this salmon drying operation on Chukotka’s Maino-Pilgyno River. 

Photo by I. Chereshnev, Wild Salmon Center.
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I ndigenous communities on the

Kamchatka Peninsula depend on

salmon for their survival and subsis-

tence and are most impacted by

declining salmon stocks that result

from poaching, road construction, and

extractive industries. These communi-

ties also struggle with lack of authority

over their resources, government

manipulation of fisheries allocations,

extreme poverty, and other problems.

Increasing community participation in

salmon conservation efforts is critical

in ensuring an ecologically sustainable

salmon economy that both protects

the fish and supports native peoples.

With support from the Gordon and

Betty Moore Foundation, Pacific

Environment is partnering with and

assisting environmental groups and

indigenous communities on

Kamchatka and in the Koryak

Autnomous Region to protect salmon

habitat, raise public awareness, moni-

tor resource extraction projects, and

combat poaching. As a result of these

efforts, indigenous communities are

actively standing up for salmon conser-

vation on the Kamchatka Peninsula!

Pacific Environment supports the

Union of Kamchadals, a native com-

munity organization in the remote

town of Tigil. The Union of

Kamchadals is organizing anti-poach-

ing monitoring patrols on the Tigil

River and is partnering with local

authorities to stop poaching. They are

also developing a youth environmental

movement and a system of environ-

mental education based on hands-on

instruction in salmon conservation.

Pacific Environment is also working

with the Ethno-Ecological Information

Center “Lach” – a resource center for

native peoples throughout Kamchatka

– to involve local community groups

across the peninsula in salmon conser-

vation. Earlier this year, Lach and

Pacific Environment supported sixteen

groups throughout Kamchatka in

launching salmon conservation proj-

ects.

Voicing community support for

salmon protection on Kamchatka is

critical. Lach and Pacific Environment

are supporting education projects

throughout Kamchatka, including

urban centers such as Petropavlovsk-

Kamchatsky and villages and towns

such as Palana and Kovran. Echgan, a

group in Palana, aims to integrate

environmental education into the cur-

riculum and daily activities at a local

orphanage. Another project in Tigil

will facilitate an essay competition

called “How You Would Stop Poaching

…” One of the most exciting proposed

projects is called “Legends about

Salmon.” The Association of

Indigenous Peoples of the North

(RAIPON) in Petropavlovsk-

Kamchatsky will involve youth in pre-

serving traditions and culture in order

to help them understand 

the value of salmon resources to their

way of life. Children and youth will

interview elderly community members

to record stories, legends, and customs

related to salmon. Youth may also sub-

mit original compositions to the com-

petition.

Salmon poaching is a widespread

problem in Kamchatka. Unfortunately,

indigenous communities have not

been able to stop large-scale poaching

due to their own subsistence poaching

and economic dependence on poach-

ers. Pacific Environment successfully

launched a pilot project in 2003 to

protect the spawning grounds of two

rivers – the Bystraya and the Uksichan

– and has worked for years to involve

the local population in monitoring

roads and rivers throughout the

Kamchatka Peninsula. Interest in pub-

lic monitoring of poaching grounds

has grown throughout Kamchatka.

Pacific Environment is supporting a

number of direct community-based

monitoring efforts throughout the

Kamchatka Peninsula, including moni-

toring of the Tigil, Khairyuzovo,

Belogolovaya, and Bolshaya Rivers,

Bolshoye Sarannoye Lake, and

Nalychevo Park.

Extractive natural resource industries

threaten salmon on Kamchatka by

impacting spawning habitat. Mining

projects that move forward without

adequate review are the greatest

immediate concern to local communi-

ties. Pacific Environment and Lach 

are supporting a project in the villages

of Khailino and Vyvenka, in Koryak

Autonomous Region, to monitor

Koryakgeoldobycha – the largest

regional mining company. Pacific

Environment and Lach are also sup-

porting a project to organize a net-

work of native communities monitor-

ing habitat destruction throughout 

the Koryak Autonomous Region.

Proposed oil drilling off the western

coast of Kamchatka is also likely to

threaten salmon populations during

their migration. Rosneft, Russia’s 

only oil company that is still entirely

state-owned, has announced plans 

to move forward with exploration

despite concern from indigenous 

peoples, fishermen, scientists, and even

Kamchatka’s Council of People’s

Deputies. Pacific Environment and Lach

are supporting a project to educate the

public about the dangers of offshore oil

development and are working with the

Kamchatka League of Independent

Experts to implement a plan to protect

the waters offshore of western

Kamchatka as a marine protected area.

Salmon conservation efforts on

Kamchatka will be successful only

with direct participation and support

from indigenous communities. 

Pacific Environment is extremely 

optimistic that indigenous peoples 

on Kamchatka – those who most

depend on healthy salmon popula-

tions for survival – can work together

with environmental groups, 

scientists, and the government 

to help guarantee conservation 

of salmon populations.

Leah Zimmerman and Sara Moore
are Russian Program Associates at
Pacific Environment.

On Kamchatka, Indigenous Communities Work

to Protect Salmon Resources
By Leah Zimmerman and Sara Moore 
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T he Yama River, in Magadan Oblast,

stretches for 285 kilometers, from

the chain of glacier-fed alpine lakes

where it originates, to Shelikhov Bay,

where it empties out into the north-

eastern Sea of Okhotsk. The river basin

encompasses the central part of the

Northern Okhotsk macroslope, in the

southwestern part of the Kolyma

Plateau. Its watershed occupies 12,500

square kilometers. Dahurian larch

(Larix gmelinii) dominate the river

basin, while cottonwood (Populus sp.)
and Chosenia (Chosenia sp.) are

numerous in the flood plain, where

creeping thickets of dwarf Siberian

pine (Pinus pumila) also occupy sig-

nificant territory. This wild area pro-

vides habit to numerous typically

boreal fauna species such as the brown

bear (Urusus arctos), moose (Alces
alces), reindeer (Rangifer tarandus),

wolf (Canis lupus), sable (Martes zibel-
lina), and fox (Vulpes vulpes).

The majority the Yama River’s tributar-

ies begin in the mountains. They are

narrow and fast-flowing, and their

shallow bottoms are rocky. In its upper

reaches, the Yama

River flows east-

ward and is char-

acterized by its

swift current and

by the significant

gradation of its

beds. Lower down

its course, at the

mouth of

Osadochny Creek,

the Yama River

turns toward the

south. From here,

the river flows in

a wide, trough-

like, pebble-filled

valley. This creates

conditions for the

formation of a

talik, or unfrozen

unit of per-

mafrost, under

the river bed. In

such areas, broad

flood plains with many streams are

characteristic. It is in these streams

where most of the spawning areas for

anadromous salmon can be found.

Without exaggeration, the Yama River

is the best salmon river in Magadan

Oblast. It is inhabited by chum salmon

(Oncorhynchus keta), pink salmon (O.
gorbuscha), coho salmon (O. kisutch),

sockeye salmon (O. nerka), grayling

(Thymallus sp.), and three species of

anadromous char: Dolly Varden char

(Salvelinus malma), East Siberian char

(S. leucomaenis), and yellow-mouth

char (S. Levanidovi). Yellow-mouth

char inhabits only three rivers 

on the mainland shore of the Sea 

of Okhotsk. The two most numerous

commercial species are chum salmon,

with an average run of 280,000 repro-

ductive individuals, and pink salmon,

which average 68,000 reproductive

individuals. 

The largest spawning areas on the

Yama River are located between the

mouths of its right branch and the

Kamachiga River. These spawning

areas are protected within the territory

of Magadansky Zapovednik, which in

total preserves a forty-five kilometer-

long stretch of the Yama River’s cen-

tral flow. Another 180 kilometers of

The Yama River in Magadan Oblast. Map by M. Dubinin.

Developing Angling Tourism 

on Magadan’s Yama River 
By Victoria Belger and Mikhail Skopets

Special Section: Salmon Conservation in the Russian Far East 

A panoramic view of a valley in the middle flow of the Yama River. 

Photo by M. Skopets, Wild Salmon Center.
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territory in the Yama River valley,

falling above and below the zapoved-

nik, has been leased to the Magadan-

based tourism company DVS-Tour for

the past five years. Thus, the majority

of salmon habitat in the river basin is

covered by protected and leased terri-

tories. There are also plans to create

Magadan’s first special purpose pre-

serve, or zakaznik, dedicated to the

conservation of salmon.

The state of the environment in the

Yama River basin is still entirely pros-

perous. There are absolutely no roads,

and no human settlements with the

exception of Yamsk, a small traditional

village, with a total population of

about 200 people, which is located in

the river’s mouth. Up until the early

1990’s, Yamsk, which is inhabited pri-

marily by local indigenous people

including Evens, Kamchadals, and

Koryaks, had been a point of depar-

ture for independent tourists and fish-

ermen from Magadan, but now, with-

out regular transport to and from the

village, this previously popular route is

seldom used. Although some logging

was carried out in the upper reaches

and middle flow of the Yama River in

the late-twentieth century, this came

to an end when the harvest ceased to

be profitable. Now, the primary nega-

tive factor impacting salmon popula-

tions is over fishing and illegal harvest

of salmon in the river’s mouth, which

can lead to spawning shortfalls.

Incidents of poaching also occur in

spawning areas along the middle and

lower flow of the Yama River, where

large-scale caviar preparation is car-

ried out for the Olsky Hatchery.

Located in a pristine, and virtually

untouched natural setting, and still just

a one-hour helicopter flight away

from the Magadan International

Airport, the Yama River is regarded as

one of the most attractive prospects

for the development of angling

tourism in the Russian Far East. Use of

the river for sport-fishing dates back

to the late 1980s, and since then, more

and more eager anglers have fished

the river for chum and silver salmon,

Dolly Varden and East Siberian char,

and grayling.

Tourism infrastructure and opportuni-

ties have also increased over this peri-

od. The first tour base was built by the

company Siberskiye Puteshestvyie (or

Siberian Travels, in English) in the

mouth of the Khalanchiga River, along

the lower border Magadansky

Zapovednik. During the first half of

the 1990s, more than 100 anglers,

mostly from Western Europe, used the

facility, which in the late 1990s, was

destroyed by a flood. In 1992, the

company Ecotour led fishing trips in

the middle flow of the Khalanchiga

River, while another firm, Talan, has

led tours both in the middle and lower

parts of the river (including on the

zapovednik’s territory) since 1993.

Tourists generally stayed in tent camps

until 1996, when a comfortable tour

base was built on the Yama at the

mouth of the Studenaya River. In 2000,

this facility was sold to the company

A fisherman shows off a coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) caught on the Yama River.

Photo by A. Fesquet.

A group of sport fisherman preparing their rafts. Photo by M. Skopets, Wild Salmon Center.

Special Section: Salmon Conservation in the Russian Far East 
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DVS-Tour, which has since significant-

ly renovated the base. 

During the period 1993-2004, 312

non-resident angler-tourists fished on

the Yama River using the services of

the firms Talan and DVS-Tour. Among

them, approximately two thirds stayed

at the Studenaya Base, while the rest

participated in boat trips, which were

launched either from the sources of

the river (in which case participants

were dropped off there by car), or

from its middle flow (in which case

participants were flown in by helicop-

ter). Pick-up of tourists from the Yama

River is possible only by helicopter.

The season of best fishing is short

here, running for about one month

from late August to the end of

September. DVS-Tour devotes atten-

tion to the conservation of salmonids

inhabiting the Yama River; the firm’s

fishing trips are organized around the

“catch-and-release” principle.

Among tourists, Western Europeans

dominate, with French and

Norwegians being most numerous.

Russian citizens are few, comprising

only four percent of the total tourist

load; they began participating in

organized trips only in recent years.

Japanese and American tourists are

rare. On the whole, the potential for

tourism development on the Yama

River is quite high, but in order for

resource use to be sustainable, tour

firms must first, gain access to the

American and Japanese tourist mar-

kets. It will also be important that

another fishing base be built on the

Yama River. The one facility that cur-

rently exists is booked to capacity each

season, and some potential customers,

who are eager to fish this unique river,

are turned away because their numbers

cannot be accommodated.

Victoria Belger is the Tourism
Manager for the DVS-Tour company in
Magadan. Mikhail Skopets is a Senior
Scientist with the Ichthyology
Laboratory of the Institute for Biological
Problems of the North. He is also the
Wild Salmon Center’s Russian Far East
Program Coordinator, based in
Magadan.

One successful fisherman who does not adhere to the “catch and release” principle.

Photo by I. Shpilenok. (www.shpilenok.com).

Special Section: Salmon Conservation in the Russian Far East 

Planning a Zakaznik for the Yama River
The Yama River offers optimal spawning conditions for salmon and excellent opportunities for the conservation of

salmon habitat areas. One important conservation intervention might be the creation of a specially protected nature area

on the Yama River, Yamsky Zakaznik (special purpose reserve). The relatively flexible protection regime of such a reserve

would exclude the possibility of negatively impacting economic activities, such as timber harvest or road construction,

being carried out in the river basin in the future. At the same time, it would allow for the implementation of ecologically

sound nature use practices such as fishing and subsistence hunting for fur-bearing animals, which are traditional among

local indigenous people; ecological tourism; and recreational catch-and-release fishing, which is developing quite active-

ly on the Yama River.

The Sea of Okhotsk Wild Nature Fund, an NGO based in Magadan, is working to establish a protected nature area on the

Yama River. In September 2004, with support from the Wild Salmon Center, the Fund carried out an expedition to con-

duct general monitoring the river; to research salmon spawning areas, including those previously unknown; and to study

issues related the creation of the proposed zakaznik, including its borders. In the near future, the Fund plans to develop

justification for the creation of the proposed protected area, and to support state fish inspectorate organs in strengthen-

ing protection activities on the territory of the proposed zakaznik. The creation of a protected area on the Yama River

will allow for both the conservation of a unique ecosystem and will also allow people to receive genuine enjoyment from

the beauty of this wild corner of northern Russian nature.

Compiled from text contributed by Yuri Berezhnoi, Executive Director of the Sea of Okhotsk Wild Nature Fund.
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Caucasian bison (Bison bonasus
caucasicus) are believed to have

once been fairly widely distributed

throughout the Northern Caucasus

region, where their range met that of

the Don Population of European

bison. After the end of the Caucasian

War (1817-1864), Caucasian bison

numbers began to fall sharply with the

influx of Russian settlers, who cleared

forested lands and hunted intensively.

The bison died by the hundreds after

the introduction of  foot and mouth

disease. The species found temporary

refuge in vast lands (nearly 522,000

hectares), to which Grand Princes

Peter Nikolayevich and Giorgy

Mikhailovich Romanov had secured

eaxclusive hunting rights in 1888.

Grand Prince Sergei Mikhailovich

Romanov later acquired these rights,

delighted in his hunts there, and cher-

ished the territory’s natural beauty.

However, in 1909, the prince’s lease

expired, protection of the territory

ended, and bison were again widely

and actively hunted. By 1917, their

numbers had fallen below 500, and by

the early 1920s, no more than 50

Caucasian bison remained.  In 1924,

Kavkazsky Bison Zapovednik (now,

Kavkazsky Biosphere Zapovednik)

was established on the territory of the

grand princes’ former hunting pre-

serve. Nevertheless, the bison hunt

continued and the last three were

killed by poachers in 1927 on Alous

Mountain.

In 1940, five bison (one male and four

females) were brought to Kavkazsky

Zapovednik from Askaniya-Nova

Zapovednik in Ukraine. They had

mixed bloodlines that included 

the Caucasian bison which had 

been brought to Belovezhskaya

Pushcha National Park, on the border

of Poland and Belarus, to help restore

the Belovezhsky herd. The animals

were kept in a large pen, located 

in broadleaf forests at an altitude 

of 1,400 meters. The herd lived in cap-

tivity until 1946 and numbered 

eleven, when it was released into 

the wild. The bison remained under

constant observation and for the first

several winters, the bison were lured

back into pens and fed hay, beets, 

and oats, and given salt. In 1949,

zapovednik staff began driving the

bison to high mountain pastures; 

the bison would later carry out this

migration independently.  

Beginning in 1959, when there were

185 Caucasus bison, the reserve

stopped feeding the bison in the win-

ter, although mineral licks were still

made available. 

At present, there are three populations

of bison in the northwestern Caucasus.

Based on counts conducted this past

winter, scientists estimate that their

current numbers exceed 260 individu-

als. The largest population inhabits

Kavkazsky Zapovednik (approximate-

ly 220 individuals). The other two

populations, which inhabit Severo-

Osetinsky and Teberdinsky

Zapovedniks, were created using ani-

mals of the Caucasian-Belovezhsky

line and bison from Kavkazsky

Zapovednik.  They number thirty and

ten bison, respectively.

Compiled by RCN Editors using mate-
rials from the book Zubr na Kavkaze
(Bison in the Caucasus) written by
Aleksandr Nemtsev, et. al. (Moscow-
Maikop:“Kachestvo” Publications,
2003), as well as from information
provided by Sergei Trepet, a Scientist at
Kavkazsky Zapovnik.

Endangered Species

Note from the Editors: In the thirtieth issue of Russian Conservation News, we shared with readers two articles about the

European bison (Bison bonasus bonasus). One article presented an account of efforts to reintroduce free-ranging bison to

forests in the central European part of Russia. The second piece offered an analysis of the work and challenges faced by captive

breeding facilities. In this thirty-eighth issue of RCN, we expand our coverage to include a report on efforts to restore another

sub-species of bison, the mountain bison, (Bison bonasus montanus), to Russia’s western Caucasus region. These mountain

bison are genetically linked to the now extinct Caucasian bison (Bison bonasus caucasicus), the last representatives of which

were killed in 1927.

Bison in the Caucasus Region: A Short History

In the late nineteenth century, a group of hunters poses with Grand Prince Sergei

Mikhailovich Romanov in the prince’s hunting preserve, which was later incorporated into

Kavkazsky Bison Zapovednik. Photo courtesy of Kavkazsky Zapovednik. 
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W ork to restore bison to the

Caucasus began in the late

1930s. Through colossal effort and

great material expense, a reproduc-

tively independent population of

mountain bison (Bison bonasus mon-
tanus) was created in Kavkazsky

Zapovednik, in the upper reaches of

the Belaya and Malaya Laba Rivers. By

all indicators, these bison are the clos-

est to the aboriginal Caucasian bison

sub-species (Bison bonasus caucasi-
cus), which became extinct in the

early twentieth century.

The range of the mountain bison

evolved from their local range during

their period of captivity, 1940-1960.

During the 1980s, when the distribu-

tion of the free-ranging population

was at its highest, the total population

of mountain bison exceeded 1,300

individuals. Their range at this time

totaled 65,000 hectares within the

borders of Kavkazsky Zapovednik, and

close to 50,000 hectares beyond its

borders. The diversity of natural and

anthropogenic conditions in various

parts of the range led to the formation

of a complex population structure,

which included four local populations,

or territorial groups, of bison. 

These four groups of bison could be

generally grouped into three cate-

gories based on the location of their

range. The first category was com-

prised of two territorial groups, the

Urushtenskaya Group (Group III) 

and Umpyrskaya Group (Group IV),

which lived on the protected territory

of Kavkazsky Zapovednik year-round.

Together, Groups III and IV constitut-

ed one half of the total bison popula-

tion (approximately 650 individuals)

and served as the reserve part of the

stock and a guarantee against extinc-

tion and contact with domestic live-

stock. The second category was com-

prised of more than 250 bison that

lived entirely outside of the zapoved-

nik’s territory. These bison belonged to

the Kunskaya Group (Group II) and

part of the Kishinskaya Group (Group

I); they provided for sustainable popu-

lation growth among all populations

due to high rates of local reproduc-

tion. The third category was com-

prised of as many as 430 nomadic

bison, which belonged to the second

part of the Kishinskaya Group (Group

I). Through their seasonal roaming,

these bison supported an optimal

population of bison within the border

of the range. 

Each of the four local populations

mentioned above were ecologically

unique, meaning that each group was

characterized by the distinct age/gen-

der composition of its members, by

distinct birth and mortality rates, and

by the uniqueness of other demo-

graphic characteristics. Among indi-

vidual groups, the timing of life-history

events was also unique, as was migra-

tion activity and certain behaviors. For

example, the high alpine groups

(Groups III and IV) were distinguished

by the earlier start and shorter dura-

tion of the breeding season. The mid-

Population structure of mountain bison (Bison bonasus montanus) in the region of Kavkazsky Zapovednik in 1984-1988 (left) and 2000-

2004 (right).  1= Kishinskaya Group (Group I), 2 = Kunskaya Group (Group II), 3 = Urushtenskaya Group (Group III), 4= Umpyrskaya Group

(Group IV). Note that by 2000, Group II had vanished due to poaching and habitat destruction. Map by S. Trepet and adapted by M. Dubinin.

By Sergei Trepet

Endangered Species

Mountain bison (Bison bonusus montanus).
Photo by S. Trepet.

Conservation of Mountain Bison Populations 

in the Western Caucasus Region
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dle mountain (Group I) and low

mountain (Group II) groups were dis-

tinguished by the significant duration

of their seasonal migrations. The eco-

logical uniqueness of each group, the

high number of individuals, and the

large territory of occupied area provid-

ed for the reproductive independence

of each group. 

Yet, despite the relative independence

of each group, they were linked by

their spatiality and functionality. In

other words, they represented con-

nected parts of a united system of the

animal’s adaptations to habitat condi-

tions.

In the 1980s, the stable status of the

bison population across the entire

range was seen as an indication of the

stability of the species, which by then

had already adaptated to the diverse

natural conditions of the region.

Population density had reached ten

individuals per 1,000 hectares in the

zapovednik, and five individuals per

1,000 hectares on adjacent territories.

During this period, the range of the

bison was at its peak, both within the

borders of the zapovednik, and on

adjacent territories. The configuration

of the range and the extent of its sea-

sonal assimilation had much in com-

mon with analogous population char-

acteristics for the aboriginal Caucasian

bison in this part of the Caucasus.

In the mid-1990s, however, the popu-

lation of bison in the Caucasus region

sharply decreased. Local groups inhab-

iting territories outside the borders of

Kavkazsky Zapovednik were destroyed

and the spatial and demographic

structure of all populations changed.

The primary reason for this was

unprecedented levels of poaching,

which resulted from the social-eco-

nomic crisis in the country.

Populations living outside the

zapovednik had always been vulnera-

ble to poachers, and during the period

1989-1997, those living within its bor-

ders were as well. During this time,

15% of incidents of bison death occur-

ring on the reserve’s territory were

caused by hunting or its results (such

as injury, or getting caught in noose-

traps set for wolves).

In the difficult socio-economic condi-

tions, which characterized the 1990s,

the most vulnerable groups of bison

were those outside the zapovednik’s

territory. Group II, which was located

furthest from the zapovednik’s bor-

ders, completely disappeared. This

group was subject not only to intense

poaching, but also to the impacts of

developing timber exploitation in the

region. Group I was also defenseless

against direct pursuit and disturbance

by man. Research in recent years has

shown that the region occupied by

this group of bison comprises just

44.5% of the territory it did in the late

1980s. In general, this decrease took

place on account of the unprotected

area of the range, where bison are

presently encountered only on small

parcels of land along the northern

border of Kavkazsky Zapovednik. The

population density of Group I

decreased from nine to one individual

per 1,000 hectares. The group endured

its greatest losses among the most pro-

ductive part of the population, adult

males. No less serious are the changes

that took place in Group IV, which

previously comprised close to 20% of

the total bison population. The range

of Group IV decreased from 18,600 to

9,900 hectares and its density from 15

to 2 individuals over 1,000 hectares. 

On the territory of Kavkazsky

Zapovednik, the greatest loss of bison

was registered in 1994-1995, when the

population total dropped by 35%. This

included the loss of 42% of adult

females and 27% of adult males.

Although, it was precisely here, that

the “core” of Group III was preserved;

this group currently comprises up to

70% of the remaining bison. The

decrease in the habitat range of this

group took place only on account of

Chart created by S. Trepet and adapted by M. Dubinin.

Bison in the Urushtenskaya Group (Group III), which is largest of all bison population groups in the region of Kavkazsky Zapovednik. 

Photo by S .Trepet.
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range loss outside the borders of the

zapovednik. In fact, today, this group

of mountain bison is the foundation of

the entire bison population, not only

because of its size, but also because of

its role in the restoration of Group IV,

and the recovery of losses to Group I. 

In general, the re-distribution of ani-

mals is taking place in the early-spring

and winter periods, when Groups III

and IV unite in the valleys of tributar-

ies of the middle flow of the

Urushtena River, where they form

large groups of 100 and more individ-

uals. The mountain slopes along the

river in this region have become a

unique refuge for bison. The area has

no fewer than ten large mineral

deposits, which serve as “natural min-

eral licks” for the bison. There are also

no signs of man’s presence here,

which has obviously played no small

role in the bison assimilating on this

territory. There are indications that

numerous groups of animals inhabit

the region year-round such as regular-

ly used fords and a dense network of

bison tracks. The preservation of sta-

ble population numbers of bison

groups, with a tendency toward

increase in recent years, suggests that

the population has overcome the

demographic crisis brought about by

intensive poaching. 

Regardless of the changes that have

taken place, mountain bison continue

to remain the only population on the

Caucasus that is capable of self-regula-

tion in conditions of the impacts of

not only nature, but also anthro-

pogenic factors. According to its size,

this population has no equal in the

Caucasus and among the mountainous

regions of Europe and Western Asia. In

many respects, this recovery was possi-

ble thanks to the network of specially

protected natural territories, the foun-

dation of which is Kavkazsky

Zapovednik. In fact, the range of the

mountain bison is part of the “Western

Caucasus” World Heritage nomination.

Today the protection and restoration

of the number of free-ranging moun-

tain bison and conservation of its nat-

ural habitat is an important task on

the federal and international level.

Sergei Trepet is a Scientist at
Kavkazsky Zapovednik.

Endangered Species

With a breathtaking scene in the background, a small herd of mountain bison (Bison bonasus montanus) make their way along a snow-cov-

ered ridge in Kavkazsky Zapovednik.  Photo by S. Trepet.



FS: People have suggested that I write

a continuation [of my book on the his-

tory of Russia’s zapovedniks] to cover

the last ten years. I was over at

Amirkhanov’s office [at the Ministry of

Natural Resources] and they told me to

write it and bring it to them, but I told

them, “Dear friends, you know full well

that I won’t write anything good about

you. I’ll write about what is actually

happening.” And Stepanitsky

[Amirkhanov’s deputy], not without a

sense of humor, said, “Well nonethe-

less we’d find it interesting!”

But I didn’t write anything. Everything

is just too sad to write about. As they

say, to write about bad things that hap-

pened in the past is just a semi-misfor-

tune; but to write about bad things

happening in the present… There’s no

question that the zapovednik system is

in crisis. The first aspect of that crisis is

that no new zapovedniks have been

created in the past four years, and the

most recent national park, Alkhanai,

was founded five years ago [in south-

ern Siberia]. And as for the most

recently founded zapovednik, Erzi,

pardon me but it’s a nest of bandits, on

the border of Ingushetia. It’s swarming

with soldiers, and apparently no one

can even get into the zapovednik! The

other problem is the lack of federal

environmental agencies.

Personally I think that fault for what is

going on lies with our zapovednik

experts, our ecologists, because their

emphases have changed. The funda-

mental principles of zapovednost,
‘strict protection’, and scientific

research have been replaced with

environmental education. And I see a

particular danger in ecotourism. They

are wonderful things—I am no enemy

of environmental education or eco-

tourism—they are wonderful things!—

but they have

nothing to do

with

zapovednost.
Zapovednost
assumes the

end of any

kind of eco-

nomic 

activity, and

tourism is a

very impor-

tant kind of

economic

activity. It’s 

a misnomer

to say, “We’ll

stop cutting

trees and start

leading peo-

ple there

instead.” It’s all the same. There are 

no winged angels here, we all walk 

on the ground regardless of whether

you’re an academic or a poacher. 

There’s an idea—[my colleague] Oleg

Kirillovich Gusyev is one of its greatest

proponents—that a national park 

is a kind of zapovednik, that they’re

basically equal. I think that this posi-

tion is destroying our zapovednik 

system, because there is a fundamental

difference between a zapovednik 

and a national park. Our Russian

zapovedniks (which have no analog

anywhere in the world) were founded

as scientific institutions: for the sake 

of science, so that they could serve as

models of nature free from human

activity.

Of course, in real life—take, say,

Voronezhsky Zapovednik [in central

European Russia]—you find that

nature has already undergone signifi-

cant change, and it had to be regulated

and so forth. But the original idea is

still one of a model of nature and the

absence of human interference. Right

next to it let them carry out economic

activities. The “zapovedny” area of the

country can never be very large, no

more, in my opinion, than one percent

of the country. The country and the

people cannot give up enormous

stretches of land, as is happening right

now in the Taimyr [in the Arctic].

Those kinds of reserves are of a differ-

ent type—they may be protected areas,

but not zapovedniks. Zapovedny areas

preclude any interference except for

science. 

So it is this convergence of our origi-

nal, historical zapovedniks with the

new veins of the national park, envi-

ronmental education, and ecotourism

that have led us to today’s situation….

I wrote an article called “Remember

your great-grandfathers: touch not

that which is zapovedny.” That’s a line

from Dal’s Dictionary of the Russian

Language. I believe that phrase is high-

Note from the editors: In the previous issue of Russian Conservation News, we shared with readers the first part of an inter-

view RCN editors conducted with Feliks Shtilmark, Russia’s foremost historian of zapovedniks, in September 2004. Below is an

adaptation of the second part of that interview, translated by Lisa Woodson.

Conservation History

History of the Historian

Feliks Shtilmark, December 2004. Photo courtesy of the Shtilmark family.
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er than all of the scientific concepts

for zapovedniks taken together. WWF,

the Academy of Sciences, the Ministry,

various committees, dozens of funds

are all trying to develop a concept for

zapovedniks, but they don’t have to.

Just open Dal’s Dictionary and you’ll

find it: “Remember your great-grandfa-

thers: touch not that which is

zapovedny.”

RCN: Can you tell us a funny story
or anecdote from the zapoved-
niks?

FS: I am absolutely certain of the idea

of zapovednost, which is intrinsic to

our zapovednik system—look it up in

Dal’s Dictionary, the verb form means

“to stop; not to touch; touch not that

which is zapovedny—walk away and

don’t touch it.” This idea is intrinsic to

zapovednost. It’s as Doguchaev said:

“We should leave these areas of steppe,

taiga, and tundra at the disposal of

their aboriginal inhabitants. Let mar-

mots live in the steppe, lemmings in

the tundra, sable in the taiga.

Theoretically and ideally, no people

would be there at all. Photographs can

now be taken from space, or data-

recorders could be set up to transmit

information. …”

That hit me in the Taimyr. Having been

one of the planners of Taimyrsky

Zapovednik [in the Arctic], I went to

the city of Khatanga two years ago.

There were 140 employees listed on

the zapovednik’s register. The

zapovednik had a 7 million ruble debt

and a new, three-story building in

Khatanga without electricity on

account of the debt. The director was

embroiled in terrible conflict with the

local authorities, and in particular with

a Mr. Fokin. So I said to this Fokin,

“Have pity…” And he said, “If the air-

port is without electricity, I’ll do some-

thing [to fix the situation]. But the

zapovednik is a strictly scientific insti-

tution.” So there’s your anecdote. “Let

them live in the dark.”

How could this be? There were 140

people just sitting there! They just

hung around Khatanga, some of them

drunk, some lying in gutters (I admit

to having a bit myself). They had noth-

ing to do; they couldn’t leave because

they didn’t have any gasoline. True,

half of them were gone on vacation,

but they were still listed on the regis-

ter. 137 people, I’m not exaggerating

one bit. That was in 2002. I was there

myself. I went there with a commis-

sion.

Frankly, I should have had my arms

and legs ripped out for creating such

an institution. What’s more, all the

employees had their extra-high wages

for working in the north, but none 

of them could actually do anything 

on account of that debt. The zapoved-

nik administration was in Khatanga,

but the territory itself was two hours

away by plane! You know how expen-

sive that must be. Fokin said to me,

“Somewhere you wrote that there 

really shouldn’t be people in a

zapovednik at all, neither poachers

nor scientists. So let them all just sit

here. There’s nothing for them 

to do there anyway.”

One day we were on a boat and I

was shown where Fokin had his 

own cabin on Lake Taimyr. It’s true, 

we don’t need poachers. But we don’t

also need the head of the regional

administration building his own per-

sonal cabin there! There was a time

when he and the zapovednik director

were friends, and they used to fly 

out to the cabin together. But after

they had their falling out, that was 

the end of things.

RCN: You have a rather dark sense
of humor.

FS: Maybe so, but it’s all true! But what

I really want to say is that the idea of

zapovednost, the principle of inviola-

bility, lies deep within people. It’s not

really scientific, and is very difficult to

justify scientifically. It’s a principle that

doesn’t lie squarely within material

spheres—it’s a quasi-religion; it’s faith.

I have to say that an atheist is not nec-

essarily an unbeliever. An atheist may

full well believe in something, as

Reimers did. I have an article called

“Reimers as a believing scientist.” He

was an absolute atheist, but he

believed—he believed in science, in

human reason. The book he wrote just

before his death was called Hope for
the Survival of Humanity. He believed

in the survival of humanity, in the idea

that ecology and science would not

die. That’s also a kind of faith. And

there is also faith in zapovednost, in
the principle of inviolability. It lies

deep within people…

I’m actually becoming convinced that

true zapovedniks arise in places where

there is no official zapovednik. The

infrastructure of a zapovednik means

people, patrols, motors, all-terrain

vehicles. In the tundra it doesn’t make

any difference who owns the all-ter-

rain vehicle, the geological service or

the zapovednik. An all-terrain vehicle

simply leaves a dead expanse in its

path. And what about animal invento-

ries? Do you know how being chased

by a helicopter makes moose run

through deep snow? Half of them die...

Reindeer mothers abandon their

calves. So science doesn’t always bene-

fit nature.

But the idea of zapovednost, I am sure,

will be preserved and won’t disappear.

Difficulties? We’ve always had them

and we always will. But we have to

hope for the best. 

Translation of Shtilmark’s
History of the Russian
Zapovedniks Available 
in English
Geoffrey Harper’s English translation of Feliks

Shtilmark’s History of the Russian Zapovedniks: 1895-
1995 is available from Russian Nature Press, a non-

profit organization devoted to translating and pub-

lishing popular Russian natural history literature. For

information on ordering, please consult:

http://www.rusnatpress.org.uk/rnp-order.htm.
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O n January 31, 2005, Feliks

Robertovich Shtilmark passed

away. Feliks Robertovich was a classi-

cal scholar of protected area theory

and practice, and a tireless chronicler

of Russia’s zapovedniks and many of

the people who have dedicated their

lives to them. 

Feliks Robertovich Shtilmark was born

in Moscow in 1931. His childhood was

saddened by the early loss of his par-

ents. His mother, a translator and

diplomat, died in 1944; his father,

Robert Shtilmark, the author of the

historic-adventure novel “The Heir

from Calcutta”, fell victim to Stalinist

repression. Owing to the unfortunate

circumstance of his youth, young

Feliks dropped out of school, and

from the age of fifteen began working

in the Zoological Museum of Moscow

State University (MGU) and at the

Moscow Zoo. Shtilmark’s aspirations

to study within MGU’s prestigious

Biology Department were thwarted by

the “anti-Soviet” status of his father, a

Gulag prisoner. Having passed a spe-

cial high school equivalency exam,

Shtilmark was able to enroll in the

Moscow Fur Institute, from which he

graduated in 1956.

A game specialist, and doctor of the

biological sciences, Feliks Robertovich

Shtilmark worked in various spheres

of ecology, nature

protection, and pro-

tected area affairs.

He was involved in

forest and medicinal

zoology, game hus-

bandry, and planning

new zapovedniks

(including Malaya

Sosva, Sokhondinsky,

Taimyrsky,

Tsentralnosibirsky,

and Bryansky Les

Zapovedniks)

Despite poor health,

Feliks Robertovich

remained an active

scientist and man of

letters through the

end of his life. In his

seventy-three years,

he wrote more than

500 scientific and

popular-scientific

articles and books.

Among these works

are “History of the

Russian Zapovedniks

1895-1995” and

“Taiga Horizons”,

which are widely

known in Russia.

Shtilmark also left an

unpublished autobi-

ographical manuscript entitled “An

Account of a Life Lived.” His reminis-

cences span six full decades (1944-

2004), from the harsh war years to the

present, and they are projected on a

vast geographical canvass that encom-

passes much of the territory of the for-

mer Soviet Union. They bring to life

important moments in the history of

nature conservation and nature use in

Russia and also acquaint readers with

numerous luminaries in the field,

including renowned scientists, writers,

and ecological leaders. 

Russian Conservation News is grateful

to Shtilmark’s widow, Nadezhda

Konstantinovna Noskova, for the

opportunity to share with our readers

the following excerpt from the

author’s introduction to this yet

unpublished work:

“On September 1, 2001, I turned sev-

enty. As Somerset Maugham wrote in

his autobiographical work The
Summing Up, ‘this age is traditionally

considered to be the span of a human

life.’ In Psalm 90:10 we read, ‘The days

of our years are seventy.’ The years

remaining before death you can view

as a fortuitous gift from the Grim

Reaper, whose scythe has been blunt-

ed for a time. No. Seventy years is no

longer the threshold of old age. It is

old age itself. It was precisely during

this year, during my last outing in the

Sayan taiga, that these memoirs were

conceived and begun. Three years

have passed since then, and the narra-

tive is coming to a close.”

(Editor’s Note: The Maugham quote
is directly translated from the Russian
translation, which appears in
Shtilmark’s manuscript. The scriptural
passage is from the New International
Version translation of the Bible.)

RCN Editors compiled this text using
materials graciously provided by
Nadezhda Konstantinovna
Noskova and Elena Aleksandrova,
a family friend of the Shtilmarks.

In Memory: Feliks Robertovich Shtilmark 

Compiled by RCN Editors

Feliks Shtilmark in his youth. Photo courtesy of the 
Shtilmark family.
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Books about tigers, full of glossy

color photographs, are ten a

penny (as we say in Britain). David

Prynn's Amur Tiger is in quite a differ-

ent class. There are no color photos,

but instead a fair number of maps and

pen/ink drawings closely integrated

with the text, and otherwise the book

is a good solid read. The author, a

Fellow of the Zoological Society of

London, and a Trustee of the charity

AMUR, has studied the Amur tiger and

Amur leopard over many years in

libraries, museums and zoos, and has

visited the great cats' habitats in the

Russian Far East.

Eight of the fifteen chapters tell you all

you want to know about Russia's mag-

nificent “king of the beasts” (and

whether tigers hunt bears and/or bears

hunt tigers is a moot point, touched

on in the book). These “information

chapters” describe the Russian “tiger

country”; the native people and set-

tlers, and their historical relations with

the tigers; the tiger's range, habitats,

and distinctiveness; its life cycle, pred-

ators and competitors; the problems

of poaching and other difficult rela-

tionships with the modern human

population of the area; and finally

conservation and the tiger's prospects

for the future.

No treatment of the Amur tiger would

be complete without mention of the

great field biologist Lev Kaplanov. A

chapter is devoted to his life and

research on the tiger in the Sikhote-

Alin and Lazovsky Zapovedniks until

his mysterious death in May 1943.

(Research for this chapter was carried

out by the translator in January 2003

during a week in Moscow spent enjoy-

ing the hospitality of Feliks and

Nadezhda Shtilmark; Shtilmark dis-

cusses Kaplanov's murder in his book

History of the Russian Zapovedniks). 

The Russians deserve congratulations

on what has been quite a conservation

success story. It essentially began with

Kaplanov's brief period tracking tigers

in the mountains northeast of

Vladivostok. Having been originally

quite prepared to shoot tigers — espe-

cially the one that killed his dog Serko

— he soon became a passionate advo-

cate of protection, and gave a presen-

tation on the subject in 1941 to the

Moscow Nature Protection Society. 

From a likely Amur tiger population in

the nineteenth century of about one

thousand, by Kaplanov's time it had

declined to twenty to thirty, according

to his own estimate. Soon after his

death the Soviet Union legislated to

protect the tiger (the first country in

the world to do so), and recent surveys

indicate that there are about 400 in

the wild - which may be as many as its

habitat can support. However, it is by

no means out of danger, on account of

continuing pressure on its habitat and

poaching for its pelts and for body

parts used in traditional oriental medi-

cine. Even so, its plight is not nearly as

bad as that of the Amur leopard, of

which only about thirty survive in the

wild in the southern Russian Far East -

and a projected oil pipeline through

its range will not help matters.

Seven chapters present translations of

stories about tigers from the Russian

literature. The first one is by the

renowned explorer and writer

Vladimir Arseniev, a biographical

sketch of whom will be found on

pp.11-13. The story is called “Amba” -

the local native name for the tiger. In

just a few paragraphs a vivid impres-

sion is conveyed of the dense damp

forest through which Arseniev's expe-

dition had to fight its way. Arseniev is

accompanied by his native tracker and

guide, Dersu Uzala. When they come

across tiger scat they realize that the

animal is stalking them, and not only

does the adrenalin start flowing but

we also learn much about Dersu's ani-

mist approach to nature in general

and to Amba in particular. The next

three stories are also drawn from

Arseniev's works, and two more are by

N.A. Baykov, on the Amur tiger in

Manchuria, and B. Zhidenkov, about

capturing young tigers for zoos. The

final “story chapter” is by Evgeny

Smirnov of the Sikhote-Alinsky

Zapovednik, and describes how tiger

populations are monitored using

News of the Day

An Excellent Read and Delightful Trip 

to Tiger Country
A review of David Prynn’s Amur Tiger by Geoffrey Harper

Amur Tiger, written by David Prynn, is the

latest publication by Russian Nature Press.
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News of the Day

tracking methods developed by

Kaplanov. 

My abiding impression of this book is

that it is a fascinating study of

Russians' ambivalent attitude to

nature. Russians are famous for their

“love of nature”, but it is difficult to

understand what this means when so

much nature gets shot to pieces by

those who profess to “love”- it. The

complex character of Kaplanov is a

case in point. In the translated stories

and in David Prynn's chapters, we see

the whole spectrum from sport hunt-

ing, through commercial hunting,

trapping and capture of cubs for

zoos, to the modern western-style

romantically inspired animal conser-

vation (as opposed to the home-

grown Russian science-based

zapovednik tradition). Humanity's

evolving relationship with the natu-

ral environment will be crucial to our

survival, and that of nature itself, in

the coming centuries, and what hap-

pens in Russia will play no small part

in this development. I am optimistic

enough to think that the Russians are

moving in the right direction - but in

fits and starts, and, oh, so slowly. My

hope is that the Amur tiger story will

point the way to a better future for

both nature and us. 

Artwork by G. Harper.

Russian Nature Press
Russian Nature Press (RNP) is a not-

for-profit company publishing books

about Russian (and former Soviet)

nature, ecology and conservation. The

four books published so far are: Vadim

Ryabitsev's One Season in the Taiga,

about an expedition to the northern Ural

Mountains studying the taiga birds;

Vladimir and Yuri Smirin's Animals in

Nature (see RCN no.25, p.38), describing a

wide variety of mammals observed on expe-

ditions to many parts of the former Soviet

Union, from the Arctic to Central Asia; David

Prynn's Amur Tiger; and Feliks Shtilmark's

History of the Russian Zapovedniks (see RCN
no.32, p.30), which is the most comprehensive history of this globally important system of nature reserves. Further infor-

mation - including a literature list, an annotated list of zapovedniks, case studies of international cooperation involving

Russian biologists, and details of RNP books and how to order them  can be found at www.rusnatpress.org.uk.



Now Online!  

Igor Shpilenok Russian

Nature Photography

www.shpilenok.com

You have seen Igor’s spectacular pho-

tos from Russia’s protected areas in

RCN’s pages over the years, and now

you can view them online at

www.shpilenok.com. The site features

a photo gallery organized by subject

matter, as well as by zapovedniks and

national parks.  You will also find

information on Russia’s protected

areas, and field notes and photos

from Igor’s photo expeditions to

zapovedniks. The site was designed by

Laura Williams and Andrea Hurley,

who also manage the Wild Russia site

(www.wild-russia.org) for the Center

for Russian Nature Conservation

(CRNC).

Atlas of Pacific Salmon

Published

In March 2005, the State of the

Salmon Consortium, a joint program

of the Wild Salmon Center and

Ecotrust, released its flagship publica-

tion, the Atlas of Pacific Salmon: The

First Map-based Status Assessment of

Salmon in the North Pacific

(University of California press, 152pp,

$34.95).  In the book, which includes

more than four dozen original maps

produced through GIS analysis,

author Xanthippe Augerot and col-

leagues present a pan-Pacific

overview of the status of the genus

Oncorhynchus and major threats that

have contributed to rangewide reduc-

tions in distribution. The atlas may be

ordered through the State of the

Salmon Consortium (http://www.sta-
teofthesalmon.org) or through the

University of California Press

(http:/www.ucpress/edu).

New Uploads 

to Wild Russia Website

www.wild-russia.org

The Center for Russian Nature

Conservation (CRNC) is pleased 

to announce the latest uploads to

www.wild-russia.org. The recent 

additions to the site are: Great Arctic

Zapovednik, Koryaksky Zapovednik,

and Lazovsky Zapovednik. CRNC

thanks the Oak Foundation for its

support in documenting these 

marine and coastal nature reserves.

The Wild-Russia website, which 

is one of CRNC’s projects, is the

world’s premier English-language

website dedicated to Russia’s nature

reserve system.  The site is a virtual

library of Russia’s 100 zapovedniks,

strictly protected nature reserves, 

and 35 national parks.   Color maps

and complete lists of nature reserves

in 14 bioregions of Russia guide 

visitors to their reserve of choice.

Visitors to the site can view color

images of landscapes, plant, and 

animals found in the reserves, as well

as access up-to-date, accurate infor-

mation on animals and plants, and 

information on geology, hydrology,

weather, and conservation status.

Reference materials for 

each reserve lists websites and books

with additional information on the

particular reserve.  Thus far, nearly 

one third of Russia’s protected areas 

has been documented in full.  

The site is hosted and managed by

Elytra Design and edited by RCN
contributor Laura Williams.

Eighth World Wilderness

Congress

Anchorage, Alaska, with associated

events to be held on Kamchatka and

in the Russian Far East

September 30 - October 6, 2005

The World Wilderness Congress

(WWC) was initiated by The WILD

Foundation in 1977, and has become

a high-profile platform for debating

and acting on complex wilderness

and wildlands issues. The theme 

of the Eighth WWC is Wilderness,

Wildlands and People – A Partnership

for the Planet. This Congress will 

generate information on the benefits

of wilderness and wildlands to con-

temporary and traditional societies,

and will review the best models for

balancing wilderness and wildlands

conservation with human needs. 

The Eighth WWC will include dele-

gates from around the world, and 

the models, projects, data and analy-

ses presented will be global in scope.

This Congress will also have a special

focus on the wilderness, wildlands,

and marine resources of Alaska,

Siberia, Canada, and the North 

Pacific, and will mark the first time

that WWC events are held in Russia.

For additional information, please

consult: http://www.8wwc.org.

International Conference

on the History 

of Protected Areas 

in the Former Soviet Union

Belogorye Zapovednik, 

Belgorod Region, Russia

September 5-9, 2005

This conference, which is being joint-

ly organized by Belogorye

Zapovednik, the Commission on

Biodiversity Conservation of the

Russian Academy of Sciences, and 

the Protected Areas Council of the

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 

will focus on the history of protected

areas of the former Soviet Union.

Participants will discuss historical

aspects of topics such as: traditional

approaches to protected areas 

and changing roles; protected 

area legislation; conservation,

research, and ecological education 

in protected areas; protected areas

and international collaboration; 

and the history of ecosystems 

and natural and anthropogenic 

disturbance regimes in protected

areas. For additional information

about the event, please contact the

chairman of the conference commit-

tee, Alexander Shapovalov, at dubra-
va@belgtts.ru and be sure to include

“protected areas conference” 

in the subject line of your message.
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Раздел I. Менеджмент в сфере охраны природы

Управление российскими ООПТ в кризисе. Мелисса Муза. Весной 2004 г. в
России прошла административная реформа и масштабная перестройка органов ис-
полнительной власти. В результате была разрушена система управления феде-
ральными ООПТ и функции управления распределились по нескольким струк-
турным подразделениям Министерства природных ресурсов. До настоящего време-
ни эти подразделения не укомплектованы специалистами и не могут работать эффективно в си-
лу разобщенности, отсутствия координации и оперативности. Практика показала, что функции
управления должны быть сосредоточены в едином достаточно представительном управляющем
органе, как это было в прежние годы. Озабоченные сложившейся ситуацией руководители феде-
ральных ООПТ, специалисты в области управления ООПТ и природоохранная общественность
выступают за создание специализированного федерального Агентства ООПТ.

Действует ли на Камчатке запрет весенней охоты на медведя?! Мелисса Муза. 30 июня
2004 года Губернатор Камчатской области Михаил Машковцев издал постановление о запрете ве-
сенней охоты на медведя. Это решение было активно поддержано природоохранной обществен-
ностью. Однако многие охотоведы и специалисты в области управления охотничьим хозяйством
были не согласны с принятым постановлением и нашли поддержку у прокурора области, ко-
торый подготовил протест на решение губернатора. Состоявшийся 25 февраля 2005 г. суд приз-
нал правомочным Постановление губернатора.

Успешный опыт управления охотой на медведя на Аляске и острове Кодиак. Лэри Ван
Дейл. Несмотря на то, что популяции медведей Камчатки и Аляски очень похожи, принципы и
методы управления этими популяциями со стороны человека, весьма различны. Автор рассказы-
вает о практике регулирования численности и охоты на медведей Аляски и острова Кодиак, где
численность этого зверя остается стабильной, несмотря на проведение весенней охоты, начиная
с 1970 годов. По мнению автора, запрет весенней охоты на Камчатке связан скорее с политичес-
кими, нежели чем с биологическими или экологическими причинами.

Раздел II. Специальный раздел: Сохранение лососевых 
на Дальнем Востоке

Проблемы сохранения речных экосистем и лососевых на Дальнем Востоке. Малин Пи-
нски. Экологический фонд «Дикие рыбы и биоразнообразие» более 10 лет успешно работает на
территории Камчатки. Деятельность фонда направлена на изучение и охрану лососевых и эко-
систем, в которых они обитают. Основные проекты фонда, финансируемые Центром дикого ло-
сося (США): «Камчатский стальноголовый лосось», «Создание ООПТ на Камчатке», «Социальные
программы». В статье обсуждаются проблемы сохранения лососевых на Камчатке, а также дости-
жения и перспективы развития фонда.

Лососевые Амура: «уплывающее» богатство. Петр Шаров. Амур — самая большая и своеоб-
разная лососевая река Дальнего Востока. Загрязнения, перепромысел, браконьерство, лесозаго-
товки и другие антропогенные причины крайне негативно сказались на численности и состо-
янии популяций лососевых в этой реке. В 21 веке ежегодный промысел лососевых в Амуре сни-
зился до 5 тысяч тонн, а проходные тихоокеанские лососи, нерестящиеся в этой реке, находятся
в критическом состоянии. В 2002 г. WWF России была запущена программа сохранения пресно-
водных экосистем, включающая сохранение биоразнообразия и природных комплексов бассей-
на Амура. Одним из ключевых приоритетов программы является сохранение и устойчивое ис-
пользование рыбных ресурсов этой реки.

Лесозаготовки в бассейне реки Самарга: угроза для сахалинского тайменя и других ло-
сосевых. Анатолий Семенченко. В последнее десятилетие благоприятные для лососевых мес-
тообитания в Приморском крае постоянно сокращаются. Река Самарга — последний водоём в
Приморском крае, где до последнего времени сохранялась в здоровом состоянии самая крупная
дикая популяция сахалинского тайменя, занесённого в Красные книги Российской Федерации и
Примор-ского края. Однако, несмотря на необходимость сохранения местообитаний этого ред-
кого вида, в бассейне реки в 2002 году начата промышленная заготовка леса. В связи с этим автор
статьи выражает крайнюю озабоченность состоянием популяции сахалинского тайменя и буду-
щим коренных жителей, традиционно живущих за счет природных ресурсов.

Экологическое просвещение, направленное на сохранение лососевых Сахалина. Сер-
гей Макеев. Общественный фонд «Дикая природа Сахалина», созданный по инициативе
опытных ихтиологов Сергея и Людмилы Макеевых, вот уже третий год активно работает в облас-
ти экологического просвещения населения Сахалина. За время работы фонда, его сотрудники
провели множество мероприятий, как для взрослого населения, так и для детей. В планировании
и осуществлении деятельности фонда активно используется международный опыт, в частности
американских общественных организаций. 

Восточный заказник должен жить! Дмитрий Лисицын. Один из уникальных по красоте и
богатству уголков природы Сахалина, включающий бассейны 2 крупных нерестовых рек Венгери
и Пурш-Пурш, почти 10 лет находится в центре внимания российской и международной приро-
доохранной общественности. Набирающая обороты рыночная экономика и многочисленные
предприятия, использующие природные ресурсы, поставили под угрозу существование послед-
них уникальных девственных лесов Сахалина и важнейших нерестовых рек. Массовые выступле-
ния и протесты общественности, в том числе чрезвычайная активность местных жителей заста-
вили местные власти в 1999 г. принять решение о создании здесь особо охраняемой природной
территории — заказника «Восточный». Судьба заказника складывалась непросто — было несколь-
ко попыток закрыть или сократить его территорию, изменить природоохранный режим… Одна-
ко, автор статьи уверен — «Восточный» заказник будет жить!

Проект по сохранению лососей Камчатки «Уйкоаль». Ольга Чернягина. Про-
ект Камчатской Лиги независимых экспертов, направленный на сохранение диких
лососей, отличается от других подобных проектов «бассейновым» подходом, макси-
мально учитывающим экологические особенности видов и их местообитаний. В ос-
нове проекта — сохранение бассейна р. Камчатка, крупнейшей лососевой реки. И
одной из основных решаемых задач является создание новых особо охраняемых

природных территорий на площади около 1 млн. га. Учитывая то, что в настоящее время площадь
существующих ООПТ составляет около 28 % площади полуострова, решение о создании 5 новых
заказников будет нелегким… Однако, сотрудники Лиги считают, что сторонников такого решения
становится все больше, а значит, ситуация не безнадежна.

Традиционное природопользование — основа устойчивого жизнеобеспечения ко-
ренных малочисленных народностей и их культурных традиций. Дмитрий Бережков.
Коренные народы, сумевшие сохранить в течение тысячелетий природу на территориях своего
проживания в первозданном виде, доказали, что традиционное природопользование — один из
самых успешных способов устойчивого хозяйствования человека. Однако потребление при-
родных ресурсов на Земле с каждым годом растет и требует новых, более эффективных способов
их добычи. Зачастую погоня за прибылью не оставляет места для рационального природопользо-
вания, учитывающего вековые традиции коренных народов. Такой подход губителен не только
для природы, но и для местного населения, которое в отрыве от привычных занятий и образа
жизни достаточно быстро деградирует, страдая от алкоголизма и других болезней цивилизации.
Однако в мире имеется и положительный опыт использования традиций коренных народов в
практике современного природопользования и их вовлечения в процесс добычи и переработки
природных ресурсов. Необходимо продуманное и всестороннее использование этого опыта.

Коренные народы Камчатки - за сохранение ресурсов лососевых. Лия Зиммерман и Са-
ра Мур. Коренные народы Камчатки нуждаются в сохранении лососевых для выживания и сох-
ранения культурных традиций. Однако в последние годы в местах проживания коренного насе-
ления наметились тенденции снижения численности лососевых из-за браконьерства, прокладки
дорог, нефтедобычи и других антропогенных факторов. Общественность крайне обеспокоена
сложившейся ситуацией и выступает в защиту рыбных запасов и интересов коренных жителей.
Американские неправительственные организации поддерживают эту инициативу общественных
объединений Камчатской области и Корякского автономного округа в охране местообитаний ло-
сосевых, экологическом просвещении населения, мониторинге рыбных запасов и борьбе с бра-
коньерством.

Развитие спортивного рыболовства на реке Яма в Магаданской области. Виктория
Бельгер и Михаил Скопец. Авторы статьи, сотрудники туристической фирмы ДВС-ТУР считают,
что развитие экологического туризма и спортивного рыболовства, основанного на современных
принципах «поймал — отпусти» - хорошая альтернатива другим способам использования при-
родных ресурсов. Река Яма — одна из самых перспективных в Магаданской области для развития
туризма и любительского рыболовства. Об этом говорят не только великолепные ландшафты реч-
ной долины, значительное биоразнообразие и запасы рыбы, но и результаты работы с рыболова-
ми-любителями и туристами на туристической базе фирмы.

Раздел III. Виды животных и растений, находящиеся под угрозой исчезновения

Кавказский зубр: краткая история возрождения. Статья, подготовленная на основе моног-
рафии «Зубр на Кавказе» предлагает читателям фрагменты истории возрождения этого велико-
лепного зверя, начиная с 19 века. Уже тогда стало понятно, что виду угрожает опасность, и значи-
тельные территории, где обитали зубры, были «заповеданы» переданы в частные владения Вели-
ких Князей. Трагическая история России отразилась и на популяциях кавказских зубров…

Сохранение популяции горных зубров Западного Кавказа. Сергей Трепет. Научный сот-
рудник Кавказского заповедника, много лет изучающий зубров, подробно рассказывает о совре-
менном состоянии популяции, включающей несколько пространственно-экологических группи-
ровок. Зубры Кавказа снова пережили трудные времена. Резкое изменение социально-экономи-
ческих условий во время перестройки в России губительно сказалось на численности и состо-
янии зубриной популяции. С начала 80-х годов численность зубров резко снизилась в несколько
раз. Однако последние 3 года ситуация не только стабилизировалась, но наметилась тенденция
увеличения численности и улучшения состояния популяции.

Раздел IV. История природоохранной деятельности

«История историографа». Интервью с Феликсом Штильмарком (продолжение, начало
в № 37). Известный российский деятель охраны природы и заповедного дела, один из лучших
знатоков их истории Феликс Штильмарк рассказывает о своей судьбе и работе. Это одно из пос-
ледних интервью Феликса Робертовича и наша последняя встреча с этим замечательным челове-
ком, которого больше нет с нами… 

Раздел V. Новости дня 

Новая книга позволит вам совершить замечательное путешествие в страну амурских
тигров. Джефри Харпер. Книга «Амурский тигр», написанная Дэвидом Принном, членом Лон-
донского зоологического общества и трастового общества «Амур» аннотируется в нашем журна-
ле. Книга описывает российскую «страну тигров», аборигенов и переселенцев, историю их вза-
имоотношений с тиграми, а также многие особенности экологии, биологии, физиологии и дру-
гих особенностей этого прекрасного зверя. Автор пытается анализировать меры охраны и прог-
нозировать будущее амурского тигра. В книге также рассказывается о замечательном российском
натуралисте, специалисте по тиграм — Льве Капланове, даются переводы лучших литературных
произведений о тиграх, в том числе 4 рассказа Владимира Арсеньева.

Аннотации статей, представленных в номере.
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